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ABSTRACT
Electrical muscle stimulation is used to reduce muscle atrophy, relax muscle spasms, increase
localized blood flow, provide muscle re-education and increase flexibility [1]. However, the electrical
waveforms to produce such treatments are not fully optimized. This thesis describes a device that
can be used to optimize electrical muscle stimulation waveforms. The device’s design, implementation
and evaluation are presented. The test results show the muscle stimulator is able to generate
waveforms with a sample rate of 1Msps and a resolution of 10-bits. The stimulator produces a
constant current output with a signal bandwidth from DC to 87.1 kHz. The high voltage compliance of
the stimulator allows for the generation of peak current up to ±100mA for a 1kΩ load. This current
source output was able to provide a constant current from 5Ω - 15.5kΩ at 13.5 ± 0.2mA, which
demonstrates the high output impedance of the device.

The device also incorporates an

electromyograph capable of amplifying 121µV signals to measure with 12-bits of resolution. The
electromyograph provides filtering to remove high and low frequency noise. The device creates a 1kV
isolation barrier for patient safety. The device presented in this thesis can be used to create custom
stimulation waveforms for a physiological investigation to find optimal stimulus.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The interaction of electricity and magnetism with the human body as a form of medical
treatment is called electrotherapy. Since Galvani stimulated frog legs in the 18th century, researchers
have studied the biological effects of applying electrical energy to the human body. Electrotherapy
has been used for relieving pain, muscle training and rehabilitation, drug delivery with iontophoresis,
pacemakers, and Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) [1][2][3].

The motivation of this thesis is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of electrotherapy,
specifically Electrical Muscle Stimulation (EMS). EMS applies an electric current that stimulates motor
neurons to produce muscle contractions. There are many benefits of EMS as a form of treatment.
Some of the benefits of EMS include: an increase in strength, flexibility, and blood flow, a decrease in
muscle atrophy, and the ability to restore muscular functions [1].
FES is the application of electrical stimulation to produce muscle contractions for functional
purposes. For example, patients who have suffered from spinal cord injuries or strokes have used
FES to accomplish many tasks, including: generating mobility, restoring bowl and bladder function
and advancing respiratory function. FES also helps with secondary issues such as muscle atrophy
and spasticity [4][5][6].

Electrical muscle stimulation for muscular training purposes gained popularity from findings in
1977 by Dr. Yakov Kots claiming that his methods, now known as “Russian currents”, increased the
muscle force of Olympic athletes. He also claimed that the Maximum Voluntary Contraction (MVC) of
elite athletes increased by 40 percent [2][7]. Since Dr. Yakov Kots’ presentation, the mechanisms of
EMS for muscles strengthening have been studied extensively [8]. EMS has been used successfully
to train athletes for sports [9] and during the rehabilitation phase of recovery [10]. Stimulation has
also been used to help patients that have been immobilized and even astronauts in low gravity
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environments [11]. The benefits of EMS for muscle training have been compared to voluntary
exercise and mixed results have arisen. Some studies show that voluntary exercise is more beneficial
while others show that EMS is more effective for strength gains [12].

The majority of studies

recommend the combination of EMS and voluntary exercise for maximum benefits [1].

1.1 Motivation
Patients with full sensory perception tend to be hesitant when using EMS for muscle training
and rehabilitation due to the pain it causes, as the stimulation can activate neurons dedicated for
sensory and pain information. This secondary stimulation can hinder the EMS treatment. Pain is one
of the main limiting factors when using transcutaneous EMS for muscle training or rehabilitation. The
discomfort can be so great for some patients that they decide not to perform the treatment. There
have been many attempts to optimize EMS waveforms, with the goal to decrease the pain involved
[13][14][15][16][17][18]. The main methods employed include pre-pulses, biphasic waveforms, highvoltage EMS, and high-frequency pain-receptor stimulus.

Studies have also experimented with

different waveforms to determine the pain associated [13][14]. The placement and size of electrodes
have been investigated for comfort [15].
This thesis is motivated by the need to find waveforms that are optimized to stimulate specific
neurons with minimum pain, regardless of the goal of the treatment. To achieve this goal, first a
single device must be created that is able to produce a range of stimulation waveforms. Such a
device that can create custom waveforms could be used in a physiological investigation to find
optimal waveforms. This investigation would test theoretically optimized waveforms by using the
proposed device.
The benefits of using one device range farther than just convenience. Using one device to
perform the scientific study will allow for comparable measurements. If two or more devices are used
to create different waveforms the differences in device properties may lead to inconclusive results.
2

For example, if one stimulator produces a constant voltage waveform verses another that creates a
constant current waveform. These different stimulus types can not be compared due to the variability
of patient tissue impedance. Even if both stimulators have constant current outputs, the differences in
device output impedance may lead to erroneous results.

1.2 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to create a single device that is able to generate device
independent and comparable waveforms to optimize EMS for individual patients. This device should
have a user interface to facilitate creation and repeat testing of custom electrical stimulation. The
hardware must be able to ensure patient safety while being able to deliver a constant current
waveform for a large range of patient impedances. The system must be able to generate a variety of
waveforms across the entire spectrum of EMS requirements.

1.3 Contributions
In this thesis a system that can be used to test an array of waveforms for comfort and
stimulation efficiency was designed, implemented, and tested. The majority of work was focused on
the output stage hardware and the software to produce the stimulation. A novel bipolar current source
was designed and implemented to provide high output impedance, and high voltage compliance while
minimizing cross-over distortions.

Isolation amplifiers and an isolated power source were

implemented for patient safety along with optical MOSFET’s for patient isolation and output channel
multiplexing. An electromyography (EMG) was incorporated to the design to measure the rate at
which the patient’s motor unit fires during voluntary contraction. This measurement can give insights
into the type of muscle fibres the patient has in the muscle group of interest. The system software
provides a user interface, for a host machine with a Windows OS, and facilitates communication to
the output hardware. The system’s ability to provide custom EMS stimulation was evaluated by
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performing a range of tests; for example the system’s bandwidth and output waveforms were
measured. The measured results were compared to theoretical values and functional specifications.

1.4 Organization
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses related theory and
previous work. Specifically, the mechanisms of externally stimulating muscles, the previous work in
optimizing electrical stimulation and electrotherapeutic device design are reviewed. The functional
specifications of the developed system are presented in Chapter 3 along with the proposed design.
The implementation of this design is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 outlines the design evaluation,
including the system tests and the results.

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results of the

developed system and possible future work.

4

CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
This chapter reviews the underlying mechanisms of electrical muscle stimulation and the work
towards optimizing the stimulus. Specifically, we review the anatomy of a neuron and the actionpotential process. Electromyography and its roles in EMS are also discussed. Typical EMS stimuli
are examined, along with the previous work in optimization. This background knowledge is discussed
to gain insight into the previous devices designs and to aid in the rationale for the proposed design in
Chapter 3. This chapter concludes with a summary of previous design work of devices in this field.

2.1 Electrical Muscle Stimulation
Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation (NMES), also known as EMS, is the action of stimulating
a motor neuron to sends a signal to the muscle to contract. This section reviews that process, starting
with the anatomy of the neuron.

2.1.1 The Neuron
A neuron is a cell that can process and transmit information. There are three main types of
neurons: interneurons, motor neurons, and sensory neurons [24]. Interneurons exist mostly in the
brain and spinal cord. They facilitate neuron to neuron communication.

Motor neurons are

responsible for sending signals to muscles and glands. Sensory neurons send signals to the brain
that encode data like temperature, light, sound, touch and pain. Each type of nerve has similar
components but differ in size and shape.
In Figure 1 a diagram of a neuron cell is shown. The cell contains a cell body, dendrites, an
axon, and an axon terminal [24][25]. A synapse is a connection between a neuron’s axon terminal
and another cell. The axon can be thought of as a cable to facilitate the propagation of the electrical
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signal to the axon terminal. The axon terminal then translates the signal to communicate the
information to the post-synaptic cell.
The speed of the signal is directly proportional to the diameter of the neuron, and is increased
if the axon is myelinated [1]. A myelinated axon is covered in cells that add insulation to the axons in
a periodic pattern. These cells, called myelin sheath, increase the speed and efficiency of signal
propagation. Table 1 shows the physical properties of neurons in relation to the propagation speed
[1].

Figure 1: A diagram of a neuron shows the location of the dendrites, the axon, and the
axon terminal. Areas of interest include the synapse (a connection between neurons) the
axon hillocks (the area with a large number of voltage controlled sodium gates), and the
Nodes of Ranvier (exposed area of the axon not covered by myelin sheath). [24][25]
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The neuron would be non-functional without the membrane. The membrane allows the cell to
be electrically active. A neuron’s membrane has special components that control the concentration of
ions inside and outside the cell. Sodium-potassium pumps consume energy to actively transport three
sodium ions out of the cell and two potassium ions into the cell. This process creates a voltage across
the membrane due to the greater concentration of cations outside the cell. Typically the membrane
potential at resting state is -70mV to -90mV [1][25]. The membrane also contains voltage controlled
gates for both sodium and potassium ions. These gates, which allow-passive flow of ions, are utilized
during the action potential.
Table 1: This table presents neuron fibre diameter and conduction speeds associated with specific
functions [1].

Type of Sheath

Fibre Diameter
(µm)

Conduction
Speed (m/s)

Neuron Type

Myelinated

15 – 22

60 – 120

Motor Neuron

Myelinated

15 – 22

60 – 120

Sensory Neuron – Cutaneous, joint and muscle
receptors

Myelinated

7 – 15

45 – 60

Sensory Neuron – Low threshold
mechanoreceptors: light pressure, rubbing,
vibration.

Myelinated

2–7

30 – 45

Fast pain nociceptors – High-threshold
mechanoreceptors and thermoreceptors.

Non-Myelinated

0.1 – 2

0.5 – 4

Slow pain polymodal nociceptors, thermoreceptors
and interoceptors.

2.1.2 Action Potential
An Action Potential (AP) is an electrochemical wave that propagates the length of the axon.
This occurs when a neuron is activated by either another neuron or a sensor input. The majority of
signal activation comes from a synapse on the neuron’s dendrite. The axon terminal of the presynaptic nerve contains neurotransmitters that are released. These neurotransmitters bind with the
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post-synaptic neuron’s membrane to signal a chain of events to produce or inhibit an AP by opening
the voltage controlled sodium gates or keeping them closed.
The electrical aspect of an action potential begins with an intake of sodium cations by the
opening of sodium gates. This increases the localized membrane potential. If the localized potential
increase is greater than a certain threshold, typically 15 mV, the neighbouring voltage controlled
sodium gates activate [1]. This activation creates an avalanche process that spreads along the axon
[25].

Figure 2: This diagram shows a simplified version of an action potential. The
membrane’s sodium and potassium gates (left) and axon’s cation concentration (right)
is associated with the membrane potential (centre) to show the propagation of a nonmyelinated axon’s action potential [1].

Once the voltage controlled sodium gates are activated, from an increase in membrane
potential, sodium ions are rushed into the cell, which further increases the potential [25]. This voltage
increase causes more sodium gates to open generating a signal that propagates along the axon.
After a short delay, the potassium gates open causing an out rush of potassium ions. The sodium
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gates close and the potassium gates continue to allow potassium to leave the cell. This causes the
membrane potential to rebound to its negative state. The potassium gates close and the sodiumpotassium pump restores the potential back to the cell’s resting level.
The process described above is summarized in Figure 2, where the membrane gates (left) and
the concentration of cations in the axon (right) produce the localized membrane potential (centre).
The AP is a self-propagating electrical signal. The change of the local membrane potential affects the
adjacent sodium gates. This change in potential can be exploited in EMS where an externally applied
voltage across the axon can produce an AP. This AP travels to the muscle to produce a contraction.

2.1.3 Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation
In NMES, an applied electric field causes the voltage-controlled sodium gates to activate [1].
Electrodes are used to apply an electrical pulse across the axon, commonly towards the axon
terminal near the neuromuscular junction. When the applied electric field is greater than the threshold
an AP is created. The artificially created action potential travels in both directions down the axon. At
the neuromuscular junction, the action potential communicates to the muscle to contract.
The ions gates responsible for the AP have three states: active closed, open, and inactive
closed [25]. The inactive closed state causes the neuron to have a refractory period. This disable
period puts an upper limit on the frequency of action potentials that can be generated. The refractory
period is divided into the absolute and relative periods. In the absolute refractory period, the inactive
closed state of the sodium gates causes the neuron to be dormant. This period lasts 0.4 – 1ms for
myelinated neuron fibres and 2ms for unmyelinated fibres [1]. The relative refractory period lasts for
approximately 10ms [1]. After an AP, the membrane potential threshold increases. During the relative
refractory period, this threshold decreases back to its normal state. The increase in the membrane
potential threshold causes the nerve only to fire with an increased external stimulation.
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As stated above, the refractory period puts an upper limit on the frequency of action potentials,
which in turn limits the maximum force of muscle contraction. This is due to the fact that the force of
muscle contraction is determined by the frequency of action potentials [1]. Typically, the maximum
force of a muscle is generated by a pulse repetition frequency of 100Hz [1]. This pulse rate allows for
the absolute and relative refractory periods to occur before the next AP is generated. If the pulse
frequency is greater than 100Hz the number of AP produced does not increase the force of
contraction.
The activation of the sodium ion gates to produce an action potential depends on the
amplitude, and the rise or fall time of the applied current. If the amplitude of current is too weak, the
voltage across the membrane will not be above the threshold that is required to activate the ion gates.
This is why the activation of the AP is called an “all or none” event [1][26][27]. An AP will fire equally
no matter how much the applied stimulus is above the threshold. If the rise or fall time of the applied
electrical pulse is too slow, the neuron has time to compensate for the ionic imbalance. This process
is called accommodation [1][26][27]. The stimulus needs to be great in amplitude and speed to trigger
the opening of the ion gates to produce an AP. Electrical pulses have been chosen to satisfy these
conditions. The next section discusses these waveforms.

2.1.3.1 Typical Waveforms
Electrical stimulation waveforms are defined by their polarity, shape and by their wave or pulse
qualities [27]. The waveforms are monophasic if the electrodes have a single polarity and biphasic if
the electrodes change polarity. The biphasic waveforms can be a combination of either charge
balanced or unbalanced and, symmetrical or asymmetrical. The common waveform shapes include:
square, sine, and spiked (triangle wave). These shapes can either be a continuous wave or pulsed. If
the waveform is pulsed, the pulse duration is defined as the length of time of the full pulse and the
phase duration is defined as the length of time of the portions of the pulse that are monophasic. The
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time between pulses is defined as the interpulse interval or the pulse frequency. A pulsed square
wave is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: This graph shows a biphasic pulsed square wave with a pulse duration of
150µs, a phase duration of 75µs and an amplitude of 60mA.

Pulsed waves, called pulse trains, are usually modulated to gradually increase and decrease
the amplitude of current. The train can also be frequency modulated. As stated above, the force of
contraction is dictated by the frequency of action potentials; however the number of motor units that
are recruited to fire is determined by the amount of current available. This is why the current
amplitude is modulated. The modulation usually has a ramp up time, a contraction time and a ramp
down time. These qualities are shown in Figure 4, a graph of a square wave pulse train. The next
section describes Strength-Duration (S-D) curves as a way to quantify a waveform’s ability to activate
a stimulated neuron. Each waveform has its own S-D curve, which can be used to find the minimum
input energy point.
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Figure 4: This graph shows a pulse train of the square wave shown in Figure 3. The
pulse train has a pulse frequency of 30Hz giving an interpulse interval of 33.18ms. A 0.5
second ramp up time is followed by a 1 second contraction time, and a 0.5 second ramp
down time.

2.1.3.2 Strength-Duration Curves
To quantify a waveform’s ability to activate a nerve’s action potential, strength duration curves
were created. Lapicque developed the current – duration curve shown in Figure 5 [28]. This curve
defines the boundary to produce an AP. An action potential, for the associated neuron, will not be
generated by an applied electrical pulse with duration and amplitude below the curve. Conversely, if
the pulse has duration and amplitude above the curve, the neuron will fire. Lapicque showed that the
current curve could be defined as,

I

b(1

c
),
d

(1)

where d is the current pulse duration, b called the rheobase, and c is the chronaxie. The rheobase is
the horizontal asymptote that defines the minimum amount of current needed to activate the neuron
as the duration of the pulse approaches infinity. The chronaxie is defined as the pulse duration at
twice the amplitude of the rheobase.
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Figure 5: The current and charge curves show the lower limit to activate the stimulated
neuron with certain stimulus duration. The rheobase is the lower asymptote of the
current curve and the chronaxie is the pulse duration where the amplitude is twice the
rheobase. For these curves the rheobase is two and chronaxie is three.

Before Lapicque, Weiss discovered that the charge to activate a neuron was related linearly to
the duration of the pulse. The Weiss charge-duration relationship, Equation 2, shows that the yintercept is rheobase times the chronaxie, and the x-intercept is the negative chronaxie.

Q b(c d ) ,

(2)

Equations 3 to 4 show the energy of the applied pulse in terms of the pulsed duration,
rheobase, chronaxie, and load resistance R.
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Equation 4 can be differentiation with respect to the pulse duration. Equation 5 shows that the pulse
duration that will inject the minimum energy into the patient to produce an AP is when d

c . This

minimum energy point is presented in Figure 6, which shows a log plot of the current, charge and
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Figure 6: The graph shows the strength duration curves for current and charge. The
energy is also plotted, which shows that the minimum energy coincides with the
duration equaling the chronaxie.

Figure 7 shows an example of a strength-duration curve for sensory, motor and pain neurons
[1]. The differences in the curves arise from the difference in axon diameter and proximity to the
current source or current density. The current density is generally greatest at the tissue electrode
interface.
Sensory nerves are located close to the surface of the body, which allows them to fire with a
decreased stimulus. This is the source of some of the discomfort from EMS treatment [28]. When
stimulating the motor nerves sensory nerves are stimulated in great numbers which creates a tingling
sensation.

Discomfort can also occur when the input current is so intense the stimulation of pain

nerve fibres occurs. If the stimulus is even greater it can cause tissue damage which will result in
pain. From this information, it is assumed that if the stimulus energy is minimized, the pain will also
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be minimized. This has led many researchers to find chronaxie values for various excitable tissues
[45]. Once the chronaxie value is found, this minimum energy point could be used to determine the
amplitude and duration of the waveform that would be optimal. However, Geddes warns of the
accuracy of these values. Geddes states that the chronaxie is dependent on five factors: stimulus
waveform, electrode characteristics, stimulator output impedance, tissue inhomogeneity and
temperature [30]. The next section reviews why the electrode characteristics and the stimulators
output impedance is important for EMS.
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Figure 7: The graph shows the typical lower limit of current and pulse duration to create
an action potential for the stimulated nerve. The curves show that the applied square
wave stimulation activates sensory nerves first followed by motor nerves and then pain
nerves.[1]

2.1.3.3 Bio-Impedance and Current Density
Current flowing through tissue is dominated by ion flow but also has an electron component.
Figure 8 shows the approximate impedance of tissues as a function of frequency given by O’Clock
[31]. The cellular components of tissues give rise to capacitive effect making tissue impedance
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frequency dependant. Lau and Gabriel compiled measurements of different tissues including skin
muscle and adipose tissue [32]. These measurements show that each tissue’s conductivity and
permittivity is frequency dependent. Mesin and Merletti created models for electrical stimulation of
layers of skin, fat and muscle [33]. Their model is based off of Poisson’s equation,

J

where J is the current density,

0 r

is the conductivity of the tissue,

the relative permittivity of the tissue and

(6)

t

0

is the permittivity in vacuum,

r

is

is the electrical potential. Since the conductivity and

relative permittivity are frequency dependent and the capacitive effects are non-negligible,

0 r

is

not much less than one, there are dispersive effects. The model ultimately showed that current
density was the greatest at the source of stimulation and the dispersive effects cause waveforms like
sine and Gaussian waves to stretch and skew [33].
The current density is highly dependent on the location and placement of the surface
electrodes in EMS [34]. This was shown by Petrofsky’s experiment where he measured the
distribution of intramuscular current in the quadriceps during EMS. Five surface electrodes and three
needle electrodes, placed in-between the EMS electrodes, measured the percentage of stimulation
current through the quadriceps at various positions. The needle electrodes were placed 0.5cm from
the top of the muscle. The EMS electrodes were place at varied distances away from each other and
both pulsed square and sine waves were used to stimulate the muscle. The results showed that if
electrodes were placed closer together the current was distributed more along the line that connects
the two electrodes.

As the electrodes were moved farther away the current was more evenly

distributed laterally. The experiment also showed a difference in current distribution between square
and sine waves in the muscle. The results showed that the percentage of current that reached the
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muscle was higher for the sine wave than the square wave. Petrofsky reasoned that the fat layer was
causing the high frequency components of the square wave to be filtered out, decreasing the square
waveform intensity. This result agrees with the model describe above, [33], which demonstrated that
the potential deep in the muscle decreases with an increase in frequency.
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Figure 8: The graph shows the approximate impedance of tissue with respect to
frequency. The shape of this plot is dependent on the amount of tissue between
electrodes and the thickness of each layer (skin, fat, muscle, etc.)[31].

To produce a device that provides a constant current waveform for a range of impedance is
important. The impedance of tissue is highly variable, and the properties of electrodes determine
current densities.

When performing a study to optimize waveforms this variability must be

considered. One way to minimize the affect of the inconsistencies in tissue impedance is to create a
stimulator with high output impedance.

2.1.3.4 Recruitment order
Henneman developed the “size principle” for the recruitment order of motor neuron to produce
a voluntary muscle contraction [35]. His 1965 publications explained that the neuron with the smallest
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diameter axon activates first followed by the larger neurons. This recruitment order is called the “size
principle”. When the muscle comes out of the contraction the derecruitment occurs in the reverse
order, with the larger diameter axon neurons deactivating first followed by the smaller axon nerves.
The diameter of the axons are not only associated with the speed of action potential, but also with the
associated muscle fiber. The slow twitch fibers are activated by neurons with smaller diameter axons
and fast twitch fibers, which consume more energy, are connected to larger diameter axons.
Further research has shown that the size principle does not hold in all situations [36]. The
dynamic task, sensory inputs, and state of fatigue can all play a role in the order of recruitment. In
EMS the recruitment order is determined by the strength-duration curve for the specific motor unit. As
previously stated the strength-duration curves are lowered by increasing the axon diameter or by
increasing the current density. Therefore in transcutaneous EMS, the motor neurons closer to the skin
surface and with larger axons are recruited first. This is the opposite of the “size principle”.

In summary, electrical muscle stimulation is the process of applying an electric field to activate
motor neuron’s sodium gates to produce an action potential. The production of an AP depends on the
applied current waveform’s amplitude and pulse duration. Strength-duration curves are used to
compare the energy efficiency of waveforms. The electrode size and placement affects the current
density of the stimulation. Due to the variability of tissue impedance, a high output impedance current
source stimulator should be designed. The following section outlines the work performed to optimize
electrical muscle stimulation.

2.2 Optimizing Electrical Stimulus
An optimized EMS waveform can be defined to be an electrical stimulation with only positive
effects. This ideal waveform would create the desired amount of muscle contraction with no pain or
other negative indirect effects like tissue damage. There have been many attempts to optimize EMS
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waveforms, with the goal to decrease the pain involved [13][14][15][16][17][18]. The main methods
employed include pre-pulses, biphasic waveforms, high-voltage EMS, and high-frequency painreceptor stimulus. Studies have also experimented with different waveforms to determine the pain
associated [13][14]. The placement and size of electrodes have been investigated for comfort [15].
Bennie et al. devised an experiment to compare the common waveform shapes used in EMS
[13]. They concluded, for their seven subjects, the sine waveform (30Hz pulse frequency, 200µs pulse
duration) was more effective than the square, Russian, or interferential waveforms at generating a 4minute isometric contraction of the quadriceps. The sine wave took less energy to produce the 10% of
the MVC, was less painful on the verbal scale, and allowed the body to consume more oxygen.
An investigation to optimize the biphasic square waveform was carried out by Kaczmarek et
al. [14]. In this study the force produced by the stimulated gastrocnemius was measured. The phase
duration and interpulse duration of the waveform was randomly changed and repetitive
measurements were taken over a range of values. The verbal comfort scale was also taken. They
concluded that phase durations of 175µs and interpulse duration ranging from 50µs to 1000µs were
optimal. They also found that an increase in interpulse duration caused an increase in force produced.
Willand and Bruin used a custom stimulator to produce monophasic square waves with a prepulse, which was less in amplitude and longer in duration than the stimulating pulse [16]. Their
preliminary results revealed that with a pre-pulse, the secondary stimulation pulse required less peak
amplitude current to produce more force.
Since the recruitment order of EMS activates the fast twitch fibres first followed by the slower
more fatigue resistance fibres, stimulation causes quick fatigue. Chou et al. developed a model to
determine the optimal pulse frequency modulation to create maximal force, and at the same time, the
least amount of fatigue [41]. Their model is capable of determining the number of successful
contractions of the quadriceps muscle, and could be used to optimize the frequency used for FES.
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Jezernik et al. research goal is to find how to minimize the charge and energy of the waveform
with aim to minimize tissue damage and device energy consumption [17]. Their study uses the
optimal control theory framework to derive theoretically optimized waveforms. They concluded that a
rising exponential pulse will provide adequate stimulation with minimizing charge and energy
delivered. This result is found in other works as well [43][44][45].
When performing transcutaneous EMS the placement of the surface electrodes are of utmost
importance. Lyons et al. explored the optimization of the size and location of electrodes to stimulate
the calf muscle [15]. Petrofsky showed an estimation of the current density in the quadriceps at
various distances apart [34] and Merletti and Mesin modelled current density in inhomogeneous
tissue [33].
All of the studies state that more work is required to continue to optimize electrical muscle
simulation. Whether it is physically testing modelled waveforms, investigating specific properties of
waveforms, or performing large clinical trials, all of this work requires a device to facilitate this process
of optimization.

2.3 Electromyography
Electromyography (EMG) is the detection of electrical signals the human body creates from
muscle contractions. Not only the motor neuron produces an electrical signal when a contraction
occurs, but also the contracting muscle. These signals are measured to produce an electromyogram.
EMG signals have been used for medical research, rehabilitation, and sport science [37]. The
intensity of the muscle contraction can be measured [38], along with the state of fatigue [39] and
recruitment order [36]. EMG has been used with FES to measure the fatigue and to provide feedback
control [40].
In terms of optimizing the EMS waveforms, EMG could be employed to measure the
conduction speed and AP frequency of the motor units utilized during a voluntary contraction. The
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EMS stimulus frequency could either be modeled after the voluntary contraction to possibly reduce
pain or the stimulus frequency could be shifted to train muscle fibers that are not largely used. The
later could be useful for rehabilitation purposes. For these reasons an electromyograph is included in
the design of the system.

2.4 Previous Design Work
A range of hardware and software solutions have been created to produce electrical
stimulation for specific tasks. Systems have been designed for FES [46][47][48][49], to provide energy
efficiency [50], to provide implanted stimulation [51], to produce specific waveforms [55][56] and to
produce a variety of waveforms [52][53][54]. Devices have also included an electromyograph [58]
[59][60][61]. The past designs are all adequate for their specific waveform goals. However, a new
design is required to produce a system that can produce an array of waveforms.
Systems for FES focus on multiple channel stimulation to stimulate an array of muscles to
provide funtionality. In 1979, Strojnik et al. developed a six channel stimulator to facilitate the gait of
stroke patients [46]. The system used a heal switch to provide step feedback. Since then, complex
software, to perform stimulation patterns, has been created [48] and methods to minimize the need for
extensive memory have also been employed [49].
Implantable devices required energy efficiency. Devices, like pacemakers, are designed to
provide stimulation with minimal energy consumption in a minimized space. McNulty et al. developed
a stimulator with an actively regulated voltage supply that minimizes the power dissipated by the
circuitry [50]. Xiao et al. developed an implantable device that uses clock signals to generate
capacitive charging and discharging stimulation [51].
Whether it is an implantable device or employs surface electrodes, the systems will have the
same base components: a signal generator, output hardware, and a power supply. For the purpose of
optimizing waveforms, we will focus our attention to designs that allow for custom waveform
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generation for surface electrodes. The following sections outline the previous designs for each base
component. These designs have inspired the proposed design presented in Chapter 3.

2.4.1 Signal Generation
Recent designs utilized a Personal Computer (PC) for a user interface. The PC connects to a
microcontroller for signal generation [16][47][53]. Guclu presented a novel design of a computer
controlled stimulator without a connected microcontroller [54]. This design utilizes the audio output
connected to an isolation amplifier and a voltage controlled current source. This design, which is
perfect for a student laboratory setting, is limited to the PC audio bandwidth. This design could be
used with a digital to analog card however they are not standard on every PC.
Soedirdjo and Hutabarat used cascading 8-bit Digital to Analog Converters (DAC) to increase
resolution to 16-bit at a low cost [52]. Their design uses a microcontroller and LCD to facilitate the
user interface. This design is popular among commercial devices; however, it is limited by memory
constraints because this design is not PC connected.
A stimulator to decrease muscle atrophy of the forearm after a fracture was developed by
Johnsen et al. [53]. The design makes use of a digital potentiometer to generate the analog signal.
Advances in digital potentiometers have made them closer to the resolution and bandwidth of DAC
with the added flexibility to create a custom buffer stage.
To improve upon these designs for signal generation a PC connected microcontroller with a
digital to analog converter with high slew rate and high resolution should be employed. The sample
per second (sps) rate for the signal generator is not emphasized in literature most likely due to the
use of square waves for stimulation. If more complex waveforms are required a higher sampling rate
is needed.
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2.4.2 Output Hardware
To provide patient safety electrical isolation is required. Signal isolation has been
accomplished by opto-isolation, or isolation amplifiers [16][54][57]. Digital isolators are also possible
but have not been found to be used in the literature. Once the generated signal is pased through the
isolation circuitry, an output stage is used to prepare the signal type and levels. There are two forms
of output stages that have been used in past designs: voltage source and current source outputs.
Because of the wide range of tissue impedances due to tissue inhomogeneity, electrode placement,
temperature and temporal parameters, the current source output has been employed to ensure
regulated current.
The output stages that have been utilized in the past have been a transformer stage [55][56], a
current controlled transformer stage, a Howland current source [52][54], and a simpler operational
amplifier (opamp) and transistor current source/sink (Figure 9) [16][49]. Transformer stages are used
to step-up the voltage, however they add to the size and weight of the design. The transformer also
limits the lower end of the frequency response and the range of voltages capable due to the limited
turn ratio. The Howland current source requires costly high powered operational amplifiers and large
precise resistors. A simple opamp and transistor can be used to provide a voltage controlled current
source/sink (VCCS). This configuration used in Figure 9, allows for the output current to be
proportional to the input voltage across the sense resistor Iload= Vin / Rset [16]. The opamp in this
configuration does not need to be high powered. The transistor will dissipate the power although it
must have appropriate reverse break down voltage to accommodate the high voltage supply.
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A

B
Figure 9: The circuit diagram (A) presented by Willand and Bruin [16] shows a current
sink feeding the load with a secondary transistor and optocoupler protecting the load
from stray currents. The circuit diagram (B) presented by Wu et al. [49] shows their
output stage that incorporates a current source and sink with two modified Wilson
current mirrors to create bipolar stimulation.

The opamp and transistor current source/sink can be configured for monophasic or biphasic
stimulation. Figure 9 shows the two configurations that have been employed with the current
source/sink. Willand and Bruin use the sink to provide monophasic stimulation [16]. Their design,
shown in Figure 9A, uses a secondary transistor and optocoupler to protect the load from stray
currents. They also suggested that this design could be used for biphasic stimulation in an H-bridge
configuration.

Figure 9B presents Wu et al. [49] output stage design. Their design utilizes two

modified current mirrors to create bipolar current output. Both of these designs use high voltage
sources to provide high compliance.
Improvements can be made to these designs to allow for variety of complex comparable
stimulus. The output stage needs to be bipolar and have a large bandwidth. The device output
impedance and voltage supply should be as large as possible to provide constant current waveforms
for all patient load impedances.
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2.4.3 Power Sources
Voltage compliance is the stimulator’s ability to provide the desired current to any load. For a
constant current output stage the voltage needs to increase with an increase in load impedance.
Power sources are designed to provide high voltage. Sources that could be employed to increase the
voltage supply include transforms, DC-DC converters or voltage multipliers. For EMS, the literature
has only shown transformers being used in the output stage itself and not used to increase the
voltage supply. The reason for this may be the cost and size of transformer compared to DC-DC
converters. The author is unaware of voltage multipliers, like the Villard cascade multiplier, being used
for this application. This again, is most likely due to the large size of capacitors required. Brasil’s and
Leal-Cardoso’s design, among others, use DC-DC converters to increase the voltage and provide
isolation [57]. The converts can either be used in series to boost voltage or in parallel to increase
current.
A DC-DC converter is the obvious choice for an isolated power supply. Due to the limited
types of DC-DC converters that can be purchased, there are not many improvements that can be
made to this power source design. A custom DC-DC converter could be designed specifically for this
application, however that is out of the scope of this thesis.

2.4.4 Electromyograph
The designs of electromyographs contain similar components: a differential amplifier, filters
and, an isolation amplifier [58][59][60][61]. EMG signals are typically between 10 – 500 Hz with a
voltage of 1 – 2000µV. An EMG requires a large differential gain and a high Common Mode Rejection
Ratio (CMRR) to filter out the common power line noise. Designs have employed high-pass filters with
cut off frequencies below 10 Hz. Low frequency signals are generated from the movement of the
electrodes [61]. Previous designs also make use of low-pass filters, with cut off frequency above 500
Hz, to filter high frequency noise. A notch filter is included in some designs to filter power line noise
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further, although this can also be accomplished with software. The amplification and filtering of a
signal is generally followed by an isolation amplifier [59][60]. Yoshihiro developed an EMG system to
work with FES with electrodes in close proximity [60]. This close proximity creates artefacts in the
EMG signal. His solution uses photorelays to ground the load to remove the built up charge.
There is little variation to EMG designs. Typically the differences arise in the type of differential
amplifier and filters employed. To improve the quality of the measured EMG signal an amplifier with
high CMRR and filters with high quality factors should be employed.

Chapter 2 has reviewed research in the field of electrotherapy from device design to the action
potential process. The human brain triggers motor neurons to produce an action potential. This
electrochemical wave propagates to the muscle, communicating to the muscle to contract. This
process can be artificially created by electrical stimulation. The applied electric field activates voltage
controlled sodium gates to produce an AP. Electrical muscle stimulators generate current pulses to
produce this electric field.
Studies have been performed to optimize EMS waveforms, although further research is
required. A stimulator is needed for comparison studies, that capable of generating multiple
waveforms. Previous design work is the basis for the proposed design presented in the next chapter.
The design focuses on signal generation, output hardware, and the power source. Design choices
were made to provide high voltage compliance to accommodate a wide range of load impedances, a
large bandwidth for flexible signal generation, and electrical isolation for patient safety.
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CHAPTER 3: SYSTEM DESIGN
The objective of this system is to produce an electrical muscle stimulator that is capable of
applying electrical stimulation with a large range of parameter variation. The system also incorporates
an electromyography to record electrical signals from motor nerves and muscle contractions. Figure
10 presents a diagram outlining the proposed design. The design is divided into four components:
The microcontroller block, isolated power source, EMS hardware block and EMG hardware block.
Electrodes are used to provide a low impedance connection to the patient. The system incorporates a
personal computer connected to this external device. The external device will be referred to as the
Electrical Muscle Machine (EMM). This chapter presents the design of these components by first
stating the functional requirements.

Figure 10: A diagram presenting the design type of the Electrical Muscle Machine.

3.1 Functional Requirements
This platform is required to generate custom electrical stimulation for a range of muscle
groups with custom stimulus parameters. The range of waveform requirements are shown in Table 2.
The maximum phase duration for the depolarizing pulse is recommended to be 500µs by the United
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) industrial guidelines for transcutaneous electrical
stimulator with limited output for aesthetic purposes [62]. This requirement is to limit the energy
applied to the patient. As discussed in Section 2.1.3.2 the energy increases with pulse duration. The
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pulse duration for an optimized waveform will be at the chronaxie. This value is suggested to be
200µs for a sine wave pulse [13]. The number of pulses per second determines the strength of the
contraction. A typical range for pulse frequency is from 20 Hz to 150 Hz. The ramp up time and ramp
down time determines the modulation of applied current. These parameters are described in Section
2.1.3.1 Figure 4. Table 2 shows the typical values for these parameters, along with contraction time
and rest time; however they should be completely adjustable for custom stimulation.
Table 2: This table presents EMS stimulus waveform requirements.

Parameter

Minimum

Typical

Maximum

Units

Phase Duration

10

200

500

µs

Pulse per second

~20

40

~150

Hz

Ramp Up

0.01

0.5

1200

s

Contraction Duration

0.1

5

1200

s

Ramp Down

0.01

0.5

1200

s

Rest Duration

0.1

30

1200

s

Table 3: This table presents EMS stimulus electrical requirements.

Parameter

Condition

Minimum

Typical

Maximum

Units

0

6

100

kHz

0

40

100

mA

0

-

10

mA

0

-

100

µA

Load Impedance

0

0.5

1*

kΩ

Charge accumulation2

0

-

34

µC

0

-

2

mA/cm2

0

-

0.25

W/cm2

Bandwidth
Current

Peak
Absolute average

2

Off or failed device

Current Density2
Power Density2

r.m.s. value

2

* For maximum current rating.
2

The given values are FDA guidelines for transcutaneous EMS with limited output for aesthetic purposes [62].

The electrical requirements of the stimulation are presented in Table 3. The electrical signal
that is produced must be current controlled with maximum peak current of 100mA and maximum
frequency component of 100 kHz. These levels are based on the S-D curve data presented by Low
and Reed [1]. The maximum average current shouldn’t be above 10mA and current density shouldn’t
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exceed 2mA/cm2 [62]. If the device is in the off state or has failed, the current should not exceed
100µA [62]. The charge accumulation and power density should not exceed levels in Table 3. These
levels are based on the guide lines presented by the FDA. A typical EMG signals bandwidth and
voltage is shown in Table 4. These values are discussed in Section 2.4.4.
Table 4: This table presents EMG typical signal parameters.

Parameter
Bandwidth
Voltage

Minimum
10
1

Maximum
500
2000

Units
Hz
µVPK-PK

The computing and data conversion requirements for the microcontroller block are displayed
in Table 5. This table contains the proposed minimum computing requirements that are derived from
estimates for low level operation. For increased performance, the requirements should be increased.
The memory needed to support this design is 60KB. An estimate of 20KB to store the uploaded EMS
waveform has been made to provide a waveform duration of 20ms for an 8-bit waveform with 1Msps.
The program code has been estimated to be no larger than 40KB. The microcontroller’s operation
frequency should be at minimum 48 MHz to accommodate the USB communication, analog
production and measurements. A DAC speed of 1Msps at 8-bit of resolution was chosen to be the
minimum requirement to allow for 100 samples for a 100 kHz sine wave. An ADC sample rate of
5ksps is required to provide 10 samples for a 500 Hz sine wave, which is the highest frequency
component for the EMG. To increase the performance of this device these parameters should also
be increased.
Table 5: This table presents computing requirements for the EMM.

Parameter

Minimum

Units

Memory

60

KB

Clock speed

48

MHz

DAC speed

1

Msps

DAC resolution

8

bits

ADC speed

5

ksps

ADC resolution

8

bits

Communication Speed

5

KB/s
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3.2 Hardware Design
The hardware design is presented in more detail in Figure 11. The microcontroller block
communicates with the PC, generates EMS waveforms, and takes EMG measurements. This block is
also responsible for controlling the amplification gain of the EMS and EMG hardware. The isolated
power source provides electrical isolation and voltage setup. The EMS hardware block converts the
microcontroller block’s voltage signal into a current waveform. The EMS output can be multiplexed by
the hardware components implement. The EMS output is controlled by the microcontroller block. The
EMG hardware block amplifies and filters the EMG signal to be measured. The EMS and EMG
hardware blocks provide an isolation barrier for the patient. The design of these blocks is discussed
in more detail in the following sections.

Figure 11: A diagram presenting the overall hardware design of the Electrical Muscle
Machine.
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3.2.1 EMS Hardware Design
The EMS hardware block converts the microcontroller block’s analog EMS waveform into
appropriate electrical stimulation. The flow of the EMS hardware is shown in Figure 12. The signal
from the microcontroller is converted from a digital signal to an analog signal by the Digital to Analog
Converter (DAC). The signal intensity is controlled by the microcontroller using the gain stage. The
signal is then passed through an isolation amplifier. The stimulus waveform is then shifted for the
Voltage Controlled Current Source and Sink (VCCS). The VCCS is based on the designs of Willand
and Bruin[16] and Wu et al. [49]. This current source is followed by a high output impedance current
mirror to create bipolar stimulation. Although the current consumption is higher with a current mirror
configuration than an H-bridge configuration, the output impedance can be increased with a current
mirror. Large output impedance is important to generate constant current waveforms for a range of
loads. The current signal is then fed to an isolation multiplex that provides two functions. The main
function of the multiplex is to create multi-channel stimulation. The secondary function is to eliminate
the current output during zero stimulation and device failed states. The output channels are selected
by the microcontroller via isolated digital signals. The next section elaborates on the design of the
bipolar voltage controlled current source.

Figure 12: A diagram showing the electrical muscle stimulation hardware block. The
block converts the microcontroller’s analog signal into an appropriate stimulation.

3.2.1.1 Voltage Controlled Current Source and Current Mirror
A schematic of the positive swing of the VCCS and current mirror is shown in Figure 13. The
negative swing VCCS and current mirror is implemented by using complementary transistors. A
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bipolar current source has been designed using both positive and negative swings (see Figure 32 for
the complete schematic). The VCCS, as discussed in section 2.4, produces a collector current,

Ic

Vin
R 1

(7)

where Vin is the voltage at the positive input of the opamp, R is the sense resistor and

is the

transistors DC gain. With an ideal opamp in this configuration, the negative input matches the
positive. This creates a voltage across the resistor R creating a current of Vin R . The output current is
the collector current, which is given by equation 7. Ideally this current should match the emitter
current. The error cause by the base current is minimized by choosing a BJT with large gain much
greater than one.
A precise high-output impedance current mirror was designed, simulated and tested by
Charalampidis et al. [63]. The current mirror trades voltage head room for current transfer ratio and
output impedance. Their study showed that this current mirror, shown in Figure 13, has a higher
output impedance and current transfer ratio closer to one than Wilson, Widlar, cascode and their
variants [63]. This current mirror is only limited by the higher voltage headroom requirement which is
not a large detriment in our high compliance requirements. Charalampidis showed that the current
transfer ratio λ is approximately

1
1

where

4

,

(7)

2

is the transistors’ common-emitter current gain.
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Figure 13: A PSpice diagram of positive half the proposed output stage. The design uses
a current sink and a high output impedance current mirror proposed Charalampidis et al.
[63].

Figure 14: A plot showing the power dissipation of each transistor, shown in Figure 13,
verses the load impedance.
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The output impedance RO of the current mirror was theorized by Charalampidis et al. to be

RO

rce (

1)

rO ,

(8)

where rce and rO is the output resistance of transistor Q6 in Figure 13. This equation shows that if
transistors with a large gain and output impedance are selected the output impedance of the current
source will be large.
In this medium power application, the power dissipation of the transistors must be considered.
Figure 14 presents a PSpice plot of the power dissipated by each transistor (Figure 13) when the load
varies from 0-10kΩ. The plot shows, for a constant current of 82.3mA, the power dissipated is
greatest for transistors Q1, Q6 and Q7. The other transistors dissipate less than 200mW of power.
The plot verifies that for current less than 100mA transistors with the capability to dissipate 10W or
greater are appropriate. The transistors could even have less power dissipation than 10W due to the
pulse nature of EMS. If the average current is less than 10mA then the transistor could be rated for
1W assuming the transistor can handle large pulses of energy.

Figure 15: A plot showing the current though the load, shown in Figure 13, as the load
resistance varies.
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The graph, Figure 15, displays the output stages ability to provide current to an increased
load. A constant current source of 82.3mA is transferred to the load until it increases to 1.24kΩ. This
compliance is determined by the voltage source, which in this case is 105V. These simulations show
that the load impedance of 1kΩ at ±100mA will be satisfied by a voltage source of ±105V.

The design of the shift and gain stage, isolation amplifier, and isolated multiplex are tailored
for the implemented electrical components. These stages will be discussed in Chapter 4:
Implementation.

3.2.2 EMG Hardware Design
The EMG hardware block design follows the flow of many other EMG designs [58][59][60][61].
The electrodes receive a small voltage signal, which is amplified by an instrumentation amplifier. This
is followed by a high-pass, low-pass and notch filter. The amplification and shifting stage prepares
the signal for the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) where the microcontroller block parses and
transmits the signal to the PC. An isolation amplifier is added to this design to increase patient safety.

Figure 16: The block diagram shows the layout of the EMG hardware.

Figure 16 shows the hardware blocks making up the EMG. A high-pass filter with -3dB
frequency of 10 Hz was chosen to filter the DC signal produced from the movement of electrodes. A
low-pass filter with cutoff frequency of 500 Hz was selected to remove high frequency noise and a
notch filter with centre frequency of 60 Hz to remove power line noise. The designs of these blocks
are discussed below.
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3.2.2.1 Instrumentation Amplifier
The instrumentation amplifier should provide high differential gain and high Common Mode
Rejection Ratio (CMRR) to amplify the microvolt EMG signal and reject the millivolt level of power line
noise. Figure 17 shows the schematic diagram of the instrumentation amplifier designed. One can
show that the voltage difference Vo 2

Vo1 is given by,

Vo 2 Vo1

(

R2

R3
R1

1)(V2 V1 ) ,

(9)

where the R and V are the resistances and voltages defined in Figure 17. The output voltage, V o is

Vo
When

R7
R6

(

R7
R6

R7

)(1

R5
)Vo 2
R4

R5
Vo1 .
R4

(10)

R5
then,
R4
Vo

R5
(Vo 2 Vo1 ) ,
R4

(11)

and,

Vo
Therefore with R5

R4

10k

, R2

R5 R2 R3
(
1)(V2 V1 ) .
R4
R1
R3 49.9k and R1 60.5

(12)
the differential gain is 1650V/V.

This gain will amplify 2000µV to 3.3V, the voltage rail used by the implemented microcontroller (see
Chapter 4).

Figure 17: A schematic diagram of the instrumentation amplifier.
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The common mode gain is ideally zero; however this is not practical and is affected by the
non-ideal nature of the operational amplifier and the error on the resistor values. The CMRR can be
kept high by choosing high CMRR amplifiers and resistors with low tolerances.

3.2.2.2 Filters
The EMG filters were designed using Texas Instrument’s FilterPro software. This software
allows the user to choose the type of filter (band-pass, high-pass, low-pass, etc.), the frequency
response parameters, and the number of stages and the architecture of the filter. The EMG highpass, low-pass and notch filter were designed with this software.

Figure 18: A schematic diagram of the 5 stage high-pass filter. The filter’s input stage is
stage A and output stage is stage E. The 5 stage Butterworth filter has a cut off
frequency of 10 Hz; the frequency response is shown in Figure 19.

A high-pass filter with cut off frequency of 10 Hz was chosen to eliminate DC noise caused by
the movement of electrodes. The filter schematic and frequency response are shown in Figure 18
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and Figure 19, respectively. A 5 stage Butterworth filter was selected to produce a flat unity gain
above 10 Hz. A multiple feedback topology was selected to decrease component count.

Figure 19: A plot showing the gain and phase response of the high-pass filter shown in
Figure 18.

Figure 20: A schematic diagram of the 4 stage low-pass filter. The input stage is stage A
and output stage is stage D. The 4 stage Butterworth filter has a cut off frequency of 10
Hz; the frequency response is shown in Figure 21.

A low-pass filter with cut off frequency of 500 Hz was chosen to eliminate high frequency
noise. The filter schematic and phase and frequency plot are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21,
respectively. A 4 stage Butterworth filter was selected to produce a flat unity gain below 500 Hz and a
multiple feedback topology was selected to decrease component count.
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Figure 21: A plot showing the gain and phase response of the low-pass filter shown in
Figure 20.

The 60Hz centre frequency notch filter schematic is shown in Figure 22.

The filter was

designed to have a -3dB frequency 2.5 Hz from the centre. The frequency and phase response is
shown in Figure 23. The isolation amplifier and the shift and gain stages are discussed in Chapter 4
due to the stages’ dependence on the components selected.

Figure 22: A schematic diagram of the designed notch filter. This filter has a centre
frequency of 60Hz; the frequency response is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: A plot showing the gain and phase response of the notch filter shown in
Figure 22.

3.3 Software Design
The proposed design requires software for both the personal computer and the
microcontroller. The software must be able to provide a user interface, PC-microcontroller
communication, signal measurement, signal generation and patient safety. The responsibilities of the
software are outlined in Table 6.
Table 6: This table outlines the functionality required for the EMM device.

User Interface:
Uploading EMS waveform data
Displaying EMS waveform
Send EMS waveform data
Starting and stopping stimulation
Controlling stimulation parameters
Starting and stopping EMG
Displaying EMG waveform
Saving EMG data

Hardware Interface:
Receive EMS waveform data
Generate EMS waveform
Control channel selection
Start, pause and stop stimulation
Define EMS output parameters
Measure EMG
Transmit EMG measurements

The designed program flow is shown in Figure 24. This chart shows that the application is
divided into the EMG and EMS components. The EMG portion starts, saves and stops the EMG
measurements.

The EMS section facilitates the uploading of the EMS waveform data, setting

parameters, starting stimulation and stopping stimulation. More detailed flow charts are in Appendix
B. These flow charts show the program flows for both the PC and microcontroller.
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Figure 24: A basic flow chart of the designed software. This flow chart outlines the
operation of the EMM program. The software on the personal computer contains the
EMG flow and EMS flow. More detailed flow charts are in Appendix B.

This chapter outlined the design of a device to generate custom EMS waveforms and to
record an EMG. This design employs a constant current stimulator that has large output impedance
and high voltage compliance. The design uses multiplexing to create multi-channel stimulation and
patient isolation. The EMM provides electrical isolation for patient safety and adjustable gain for both
the EMS output and EMG input. The EMM device is designed to connect to a personal computer to
provide a high level user interface. The next chapter presents the implementation of this design.
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CHAPTER 4: IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter outlines the implementation of the EMM’s hardware and software. The EMM
hardware was implemented with through-hole components mounted on a prototype board and
solderless bread broad. An Mbed development board was used to implement the NXP’s LPC1768
microcontroller. The components used to produce the EMG hardware block, EMS hardware block,
and power source hardware block are discussed in this chapter along with the software development
methodology.

4.1 Hardware
4.1.1 Microcontroller
An Mbed NXP LPC1768 development board was chosen to implement the microcontroller
block. This microcontroller prototype board is seen in Figure 25. The 100 MHz microcontroller
features: a 10-bit DAC with a 1μs settling time, a 64KB RAM, a 512kB flash memory, and a 12-bit
200ksps ADC. This fulfills the functional specification for the microcontroller given in Chapter 3. The
LPC1768 also provides USB, serial, I2C, SPI and CAN communication interfaces. The microcontroller
has 70 General-Pin Input/Output (GPIO) and Direct Memory Access (DMA). DMA allows data transfer
from peripherals to memory (p2m), memory to memory (m2m) and memory to peripherals (m2p) in
parallel to CPU operation.
The Mbed board provides useful features for rapid prototyping. The board provides a 3.3V
regulator, which matches the 3.3V level logic. The board also provides 4 LEDs, and a pin out that can
interface with a breadboard.
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Figure 25: This figure shows the pin out of the Mbed Prototype board. This board allows easy
development through the use of the USB boot loading and a online complier with Mbed functional
libraries. (Photo courtesy of Mbed)

4.1.2 EMS Hardware
The purpose of the EMS hardware block is to convert the voltage signal from the
microcontroller’s DAC into an isolated current signal that is consistent over a wide range of load
impedances. This is accomplished by implementing the stages described in Section 3.2.1: the gain
stage, the isolation amplifier, the shift stage, the voltage controlled current source and sink with
current mirrors, and the isolation multiplex. The methods for producing each section are discussed
below.

4.1.2.1 Gain Stage
The DAC provides a 10-bit signal between 0 and 3.3V. To provide bipolar stimulation, a signal
ground of 1.65V is chosen. The following gain stage amplifies signals centreed at this signal ground.
This differential amplifier, seen in Figure 26, provides fractional gain. The amplifier uses the 3.3
voltage regulator, included with the Mbed, and identical resistors R2 and R3 to provide a virtual
ground at 1.65V. The gain is provided by the ratio of resistor R1 (47kΩ) and the digital rheostat
(Microchip’s MCP4132 50kΩ). This configuration provides a gain that can be modulated from 0-1.06.
The purpose of this gain stage is to provide EMS amplitude control. The nominal and measured
values of the resistors are presented in Appendix D Table 19. The operational amplifier utilized is
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Analog Device’s AD822. This amplifier was chosen because of its 1.9 MHz unity-gain bandwidth, low
noise, and ±15V power rails.

Figure 26: The hardware schematic of the EMS gain stage implemented by a differential
amplifier and a digital rheostat.

4.1.2.3 Isolation Amplifier
To isolate the patient and create a floating ground, an isolated power source is required.
Signals need to transfer between the microcontroller ground and floating ground. This is
accomplished with either analog or digital isolators.

The EMS design uses an analog isolation

amplifier to provide this signal transfer. The isolation amplifier implemented is based on the highly
linear optical coupler HCNR201 by Avago Technologies. This optical coupler was chosen for flexibility
with respect to amplifier design, low cost and multiple certifications for medical purposes. A diagram
of the HCNR201 chip is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27: A schematic of the highly linear optocoupler HCNR201 (diagram courtesy of
Avago Tech).
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The HCNR201 consists of a Light-Emitting Diode (LED) and two Photodiodes (PD). A bipolar
and monopolar isolation amplifier using the HCNR201 is shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29,
respectively. The amplifiers operate by passing a current signal through the LED to emit light. The
light falls equally on the photodiodes producing an equal current. The first photodiode is used for
feedback to eliminate nonlinearities in the LED and the second photodiode is used to replicate the
signal with respect to a different electrical ground. The gain of the amplifier is determined by the
resistance ratio (R3/R1 in Figure 29) multiplied by the transfer gain, K, of the optocoupler. The gain, K,
for the HCNR201 is 1±0.05.

Figure 28: A bipolar optoisolation amplifier using the HCNR201 optocoupler.

In the original EMS design, the optoisolation proposed was the bipolar amplifier shown in
Figure 28.

This bipolar isolator has two flaws. The first flaw being the isolator required more

components than the monopole counterpart, which increases cost and the space used. The second
less obvious flaw is the crossover distortions created when the LEDs are turned on. This distortion is
seen in Figure 30. The diodes D1 and D2 in Figure 28 are meant to keep the opamps active during
the signal’s full swing to allow for rapid turn-on times to minimize crossover distortions.

The

distortions in Figure 30 show the LED’s turn-on voltage of 400mV. This distortion is not acceptable
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when trying to produce specific waveforms. The implementation was changed to incorporate a
monopolar isolator.
The isolator in Figure 29 was implemented with 0.25 watt power-rated resistors and 35V rated
capacitors. The resistors R1 and R3 were selected to provided gain of 3.82V/V. To achieve this gain,
the resistors R3 and R1 are 180kΩ and 47kΩ, respectively. The nominal and measured values are
presented in Table 20 (Appendix D). The opamps used are the AD822.

Figure 29: The hardware schematic of the optoisolation amplifier used for EMS patient
isolation.

A

B
Figure 30: The screen shots taken from a Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope
show the cross over distortions created by the bipolar isolation amplifier
implemented (schematic in Figure 28). A 2kHz sine wave (input and
output) can be seen on the left (A). A close up of the rising distortion is
seen on the right (B).

The goal is to achieve a 100 kHz corner frequency for the response isolation amplifier. To
increase the isolation amplifiers bandwidth a BJT amplifier could be used instead of an operational
amplifier. The trade-off for an increase in bandwidth is a decrease in precision. For this application
when the goal is to produce exact waveforms with an average frequency component of 6 kHz,
precision is more important. This is why operational amplifiers are used.
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4.1.2.3 Shift Stage
The isolation amplifier inverts and amplifies the EMS waveform to create a signal from 0-12.6V
with the signal ground at 6.31V. The shift stage’s objective is to add voltage to the signal to match the
signal ground with the isolated ground. This stage is implemented with a summing amplifier using the
AD822 operational amplifier. The component values are shown in Appendix D, Table 21. A 50kΩ
potentiometer was used in conjunction with the 15V isolated power source to provide an addition of
6.31V. After shifting, the voltage signal is now from -6.31V to 6.31V. The next stage converts the
waveform from a voltage signal to a current signal.

Figure 31: The hardware schematic of the EMS shift stage using a summing amplifier
and a potentiometer.

4.1.2.4 Voltage Controlled Current Source
Figure 32 shows the schematic of the VCCS and current mirrors described in Section 3.2.1.1.
The power supply Vpp and Vss are the isolated power sources of 105V and -105V, respectively. The
power supply implementation is discussed in Section 4.1.4. The VCCS converts the ±6.31V signal
into a current signal with the use of two 150Ω resistors. This implementation should create a current
range of approximately ±42mA by Equation 7 (Section 3.2.1.1). For future versions, resistors of a
lower value can be implemented to produce the desired current of ±100mA.
A number of operational amplifiers and transistors were tested with the goal to find the
minimum crossover distortion and maximum bandwidth of the VCCS. The opamps that were used
during testing include Analog Device’s AD822 with a unit-gain bandwidth of 1.9 MHz and Texas
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Instrument’s LM318 with a unit-gain bandwidth of 15 MHz. The BJT transistors that were tested
include Sanyo’s 2SA1407 PNP and 2SC3601 NPN and Fairchild Semiconductor’s FJP5200 NPN and
FJP1943 PNP. These transistors differ in switching frequency, maximum power consumption, and
gain. Both Sanyo and Fairchild’s transistor sets have a collector-emitter break down voltage over
±105V. The characteristics of the transistors are shown in Table 7.

Figure 32: The hardware schematic of the voltage controlled current source and the two
complimentary current mirrors.

The crossover distortions were observed for different combinations of opamps and transistors.
This is shown in Figure 33 where a 10 kHz sine wave was applied to the voltage input of the VCCS.
The voltage was measure across a 150Ω load resistor to replicate the input voltage at the output of
the current mirrors. When the input voltage switches polarity, the voltage controlled current source or
sink needs to activate the transistor that is off. This activation takes a finite amount of time creating
crossover distortions.
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Table

7:

A table showing a parameter comparison between the Sanyo’s
2SA1407/2SC3601 transistors and the Fairchild Semiconductor’s FJP5200
/FJP1943 transistors.

Parameter
Switching frequency
Maximum power
Gain
Collector-emitter break
down voltage
Collector Current

FJP5200/FJP1943
30 MHz
80W
55-160

2SA1407/2SC3601
400 MHz
7W
100-200

250V/-230V

±200V

17A/-15A

±150mA

A

B

C

D

Figure 33: This figure shows four plots measured by the Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope. A
10kHz sine wave was created by the GwInstek GFG-3015 function generator and applied
to the EMS VCCS with current mirrors. Each plot shows the voltage input and voltage
output measured across a 150Ω load resistor. Plot (A) shows the implementation of the
AD822 opamp and Fairchild BJTs. Plot (B) shows the implementation the AD822 opamp,
Fairchild BJTs for the VCCS and Sanyo BJTs for the current mirrors. Plot (C) shows the
implementation the AD822 opamp and Sanyo BJTs. Plot (D) shows the implementation
the LM318 opamp and Sanyo BJTs.
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As expected, higher frequency opamps and BJTs minimize this distortion as seen in Figure
33.

The turn on times were measured for a 2VPK-PK square wave across a 150Ω load resistor. The

fall time tests are shown in Figure 34.

With these results, the LM318 opamp and the Sanyo

transistors were chosen to implement the VCCS and current mirrors.
A

B

C

D

Figure 34: Four plots show the turn on time of the voltage controlled current sink and
current mirror. A square wave was applied to the hardware and the fall time was
measured across a 150Ω load resistor. Plot (A) shows the result of implementing the
AD822 opamp and Fairchild BJTs. Plot (B) shows the implementation the AD822 opamp,
Fairchild BJTs for the VCCS and Sanyo BJTs for the current mirrors. Plot (C) shows the
implementation the AD822 opamp and Sanyo BJTs. Plot (D) shows the implementation
the LM318 opamp and Sanyo BJTs.
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4.1.2.5 Isolation Multiplexer
The purpose of the isolation multiplexer is to create multiple channel stimulations and isolate
the patient during off states; this isolation also allows for electrode discharging. It is accomplished by
using the TLP4007G photorelay by Toshiba. This IC contains two relays are able to withstand 350V
during their off state. Each relay can carry 100mA of current and have 2500VRMS isolation. In this IC,
one relay is normally on and one is normally off. The “on relay” is used to connect both electrodes to
ground. The “off relay” acts as a switch connecting the electrode to the current mirror output. This
configuration allows for the patient to be isolated during a failed state.

A two channel isolation

multiplex schematic is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 35: A diagram showing the configuration of the two channel isolation multiplex
employing two TLP4007G ICs by Toshiba.

Figure 35 shows the two channel isolation multiplexer that was implemented with two
TLP4007G photorelays. The multiplexer input is Vin and the output channels are CH1_Vout and
CH2_Vout.

For channel one, IC1_PC1 isolates isolate the electrodes when CH1_EN is high.

CH1_EN is a GPIO from the Mbed along with the other relay enables. IC1_PC2 grounds the
electrodes when CH1_DISCHG is high. The resistors R1 and R3 are given the value of 200Ω to allow
for proper current across the relay’s LED. Channel two is identical to channel one.
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4.1.3 EMG Hardware
This section discusses the various hardware components used to implement the EMG
hardware block design described in Section 3.2.2. The operational amplifiers are common among the
EMG components. The LM324 quad opamp by Fairchild Semiconductor was chosen to implement the
EMG components. This component features: a frequency response greater than 100 kHz for unity
gain, a typical CMRR of 85dB, and an allowable supply voltage from ±1.5V to ±16V.
The purpose of the EMG hardware block is to amplify, filter and shift the voltage signal that is
created by the patient’s muscles and nerves, to levels that are measurable by the microcontroller’s
ADC. A typical EMG signal can range from 1μV-2000μV and the microcontroller can read 0V-3.3V
with 50μV resolution. The hardware discussed in the following sections was implemented to provide
the amplification, filtering and shifting required for proper EMG measurements.

4.1.3.1 Instrumentation Amplifier
The instrumentation amplifier shown in Figure 36 was produced with through-hole resistors of
0.25 watt power-rating. A trimmer was added to the original design presented in Section 3.2.2.1. The
purpose of this 10Ω trimmer is to produce a differential gain to 1650V/V by adjusting the sum of the
resistance R1 and R8 to 60.5Ω. This gain was chosen to amplify a 2000μV EMG signal to a 3.3V
level. This level allows for the microcontrollers ADC to measure -1000μV to 1000μV when the signal
ground is shifted to 1.65V with respect to the microcontroller. The nominal and measured values for
the implemented instrumentation amplifier are stated in Table 8.
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Table 8: A table showing the part and values
associated with the implemented instrumentation
amplifier shown in Figure 36.

Figure 36: A schematic of the implemented
instrumentation amplifier.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

R1

56Ω

55.3Ω

R2

49.9kΩ

48.4kΩ

R3

49.9kΩ

48.7kΩ

R4

10kΩ

10.0kΩ

R5

10kΩ

10.0kΩ

R6

10kΩ

10.1kΩ

R7

10kΩ

10.0kΩ

R8

0-10Ω

0.4-10.0Ω

4.1.3.2 Filters
The high-pass, low-pass and notch filters are implemented with 0.25 watt power rated
resistors and 35V rated capacitors. The design values and measured values for the filters are
presented in Appendix D, Table 13-15.
A trimmer was added to R3 on the notch filter (Figure 37) to shift the centre frequency on the
notch filter to 60Hz. The designed filter has a centre frequency at 60.95Hz. This centre frequency can
be shifted lower by increasing the impedance of R3. A 10Ω trimmer is added to R3 increasing the
resistance to centre the notch about 60Hz. The new schematic is shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: A schematic diagram of the notch filter employ.
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4.1.3.3 Isolation Amplifier
The isolator in Figure 38 was implemented with 0.25 watt power-rated resistors and 35V rated
capacitors. The nominal and measured values are listed in Table 16 (Appendix D). The resistors R1
and R3 were selected to provide unity gain.

Figure 38: The hardware schematic of the optoisolation amplifier used to implement
EMG patient isolation.

4.1.3.4 Shift Stage
The microcontroller LCP1768 uses a 0 to 3.3 voltage range; therefore, the EMG signal must
be within this range. To convert this signal from ±1.65V to 0-3.3V, a summing amplifier is employed.
This stage is implemented with 10kΩ resistors (R1-R3) and a 50kΩ potentiometer to provide a 1.65V
addition to the signal VIN. The output voltage is given as VOUT = - (VIN + 1.65). The result signal is from
0-3.3v and with the use of the isolation amplifier discussed in the previous section; this negative
signal becomes positive by configuring the direction of the LED and photodiodes as shown in Figure
38. The shift stage schematic is shown in Figure 39 and the values are listed in Appendix D Table 17.

Figure 39: The hardware schematic of the EMG shift stage using a summing amplifier
and a potentiometer.
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4.1.3.5 Gain Stage
Once the EMG signal is passed through the shifting stage and then the isolation amplifier, the
signal should be zeroed at 1.65V, which is appropriate for the microcontroller. For added functionality,
a gain stage was produced (Figure 40). This stage uses a differential amplifier to amplify the signal
about 1.65V. The amplifier uses the Mbed’s 3.3V regulator and two 10kΩ (R2 and R3) to produce a
virtual ground of 1.65V. A digital rheostat was employed to provide adjustable gain, specifically,
Microchip’s MCP4132 7-bit 50kΩ rheostat. This digital resistor provides a Serial Peripheral Interface
Bus (SPI) interface allowing for communication with the microcontroller. The resistor R1’s value
(Figure 40) was chosen to be 10kΩ, to produce a variable gain of 0V/V – 5V/V with a 38.7mV/V
resolution. The gain stage allows the EMG signal to have a larger range without saturating from the
imposed microcontroller’s voltage limits. This stage should allow for a range from 0-121μV to 0-16mV
with 12-bit resolution.

Figure 40: The hardware schematic of the EMG gain stage implemented by a differential
amplifier and a digital rheostat.

To summarize, the EMG hardware block was implemented to provide appropriate
amplification, shifting, isolation and filtering. Various opamp stages utilizing the LM324 operational
amplifier allow for the conversion of the small 2000μV EMG into a 3.3V measurable signal.

A

monopolar isolation amplifier was implemented, using the HNCR201 optocoupler, to eliminate
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crossover distortions and minimize component count. Resistor trimmers were added to the
instrumentation amplifier and the notch filter designs to allow for the adjustment of gain and centre
frequency during device calibration. A digital rheostat, produced by microchip, was employed to
provide adjustable gain allowing for a maximum measurable EMG voltage ranging from 121μV to
16mV.

4.1.4 Isolated Power Source
The power supply has three basic components: isolated DC-DC converters, current limiting
circuitry and bulk capacitors. The desktop supply powers the DC-DC converters boosting the input
voltage of +12V to ±15V at ±33mA to supply 1 watt of power. The implemented converters are by VInfinity (VASD1-S12-D15-SIP). Seven converters are arranged in series to increase the voltage and
three converts are placed in parallel of the centre converter to increase the current. The layout can be
seen in Figure 41 and the nominal and measured values of components can be seen in Appendix D
Table 23. This layout allows for ±105V at ±33mA (Vpp and Vss) and ±15V at ±100mA (+15V and 15V).
The converters employed do not contain current regulation, which is required to maintain
voltage regulation and protect the converter from maximum current output. The VASD1 employed is
rated for a minimum of ±4mA and a maximum of ±33mA. The 10% minimum loading is required for
output voltage regulation. This is accomplished by the R1 and R4 in the schematic in Figure 41, for
Vpp and Vss power rails. The EMS and EMG hardware blocks provide minimum loading for the ±15V
supply. The value of R1 and R4 is 26kΩ to provide the minimum output current of 4mA. The 16mA
minimum for the 15 volt supply will be maintained by the supply requirements for the circuitry
described above.
To provide current limiting a simple current limiting circuit was utilized. This circuit, consisting
of R2, R3, Q1 and Q2 is shown in Figure 41, and allows only a specified amount of current at the
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output. This limiter operates by turning on Q2 when a sufficient voltage drop across R3 occurs. The
action of turning on Q2 prevents Q1 from increasing its current output. For the Vpp and Vss current
limiting circuit, resistors R2 and R5 are 20kΩ and R3 and R6 are 30Ω. This provides a theoretical
current limit of 25mA. For the ±15V supply the resistors R7, R9 and R8, R10 are 1.3kΩ and 6Ω
respectively to provide a 100mA limit. The transistors used are Fairchild Semiconductor’s FJP5200
NPN and FJP1943 PNP BJTs. These transistors are excessive for this application but were already
purchased for the current mirror and were used to decrease cost. In future designs, lower power
transistors could be used to accomplish the same task.

Figure 41: A schematic of the isolated power source. The power source includes ten ±15V DC-DC
converters by V-Infinity, current limiting circuitry and storage capacitors.

The bulk capacitors in the above circuit, aim to accomplish two purposes. The first is to filter
the output ripple noise produced by the converts and the second is to provide appropriate levels of
current during pulses. The capacitors C3 and C4 are 10µF (16V limit). They were chosen to meet the
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maximum value of capacitance allowed across the terminals of the converters. The capacitors C1 and
C2 are 100µF (160V limit). This value was chosen to provide only a 0.5V drop at 105V during a 500µs
square pulse of 100mA.

This can be compared to capacitors of 30µF and 10µF, which generate a

drop of 1.65V and 4.88V respectively. The voltage drop should be minimized to maintain high voltage
compliance for large load impedances.
Improvements can be made to this power source by utilizing Recom’s RS3-0515D converter.
This $22.42 converter is more expensive compared to the $6.26 VASD1-S12-D15-SIP by V-Infinity,
however, it contains regulation circuitry and is certified for medical applications. The V-Infinity
converter only has the UL60950-1 certification, meaning it will be more difficult to obtain approval
certifications for the EMM device. The RS3-0515D is a 3 watt converter, generating more current than
the VASD1. This increase in current allows for smaller storage capacitors and a decrease in the
number of converters, making the device smaller. The new converters also have a control pin allowing
the converter to be turned off. This can decrease power consumption by turning off the converters
when power is not required.

4.2 Software
Software was implemented for both a Windows OS personal computer and the NXP LPC1768
microcontroller. The PC software was written and compiled with Visual Studios 2008. The
microcontroller software was written and compiled with Mbed’s online compiler and libraries. This
section outlines the software implementation of the functions described in Section 3.3.
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Figure 42: This screen shot shows the EMG GUI panel.

The user interface is divided into two panels: the EMG and EMS panel. The EMG panel,
Figure 42, allows the user to start and stop the EMG measurements. Once the measurements are
completed, they are displayed on the graph provided. The axes’ scale can be changed by the user as
seen in Figure 42. A digital low-pass filter was implemented, and can be activated by clicking the
check box shown.
The screen shot of the EMS panel is shown in Figure 43. This GUI allows the user to upload
the waveform and change the stimulus parameters such as: peak current, pulse frequency and
contraction time. Once the waveform is uploaded, it is displayed as a graph as shown in Figure 43.
The stimulus can be started, paused and stopped with the use of the start and stop buttons on the
panel. Once the stimulation start button is pushed, the waveform data is transferred to the
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microcontroller. The data transfer will complete and the user will be prompted to start EMS (see
Appendix B).

Figure 43: This screen shot shows the EMS GUI panel.

The PC-Microcontroller communication was accomplished by employing virtual serial
communication over the USB. The Mbed provides a Window’s driver to facilitate this communication.
The PC communicates to the microcontroller to accomplish three tasks: EMG/EMS start stop
commands, EMG data transfer and, EMS data transfer. The sequence of these tasks is outlined in
Appendix B.
The microcontroller’s software was implemented to control the available ADC, DAC, timers,
SPI, GPIO and DMA abilities. The EMG uses a timer interrupt function to make ADC measurements
every 200µs. The measurements are stored in a buffer and then sent to the PC via the serial
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connection. The EMS waveform generation is realized by using direct memory access to transfer the
EMS data from memory to the DAC. Timers are used to create proper contraction, ramp and rest
times. SPI communication was used to adjust gain (see Section 4.1.3.1). This controlled gain
determines the peak current and the ramp up and down of the EMS output. General input/output pins
are employed to control the isolation multiplexer discussed in Section 4.1.3.5.

Figure 44: A photograph of the system implemented on through-hole prototype board.

In Summary, the EMM design is comprised of hardware and software. The NXP LPC1768
microcontroller on Mbed’s prototype board executes the embedded software and communicates with
a personal computer, enabling a high-level user interface to the board. The GUI software on the PC
allows the user to configure the EMG and EMS operations and the microcontroller software records
the small EMG signals and produces appropriate current signals for EMS. The isolated power source
used along with the isolation amplifiers allows the patient to be isolated electronically, providing a
protection of up to 1kVDC. Photographs of the implemented EMM are shown in Figure 44.
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CHAPTER 5: DESIGN EVALUATION
The EMM design was evaluated using a variety of tests. This chapter is organized by tests on
the following components: EMS hardware, EMG hardware, isolated power source, and the
microcontroller. The chapter is summarized by evaluating the full functionality of both the
electromyography and the electrical muscle stimulator.
All frequency response measurements that were performed as part of the design evaluation
used an input sine wave from a GwInstek GFG-3015 function generator. The voltage measurements
were made using a Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope. Automated measurements were achieved by using a
Matlab script to control both the function generator and oscilloscope. From the measured input and
output sine waves obtained, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) was taken to compare the maximum
amplitude and phase of the signals. The Bode plots were then generated from the gathered data.

5.1 System Validation
5.1.1 EMS Hardware
The EMS hardware block has been implemented to provide the conversion of the DAC’s
voltage signal to a current signal, to provide electrical isolation for the patient and to provide high
voltage compliance for a large range of load impedances. The hardware should do all this while
providing a large bandwidth from DC to 100 kHz. The frequency response for the isolation amplifier,
shifting stage and VCCS were all measured. The ability to provide a constant current signal over a
wide range of load resistances was characterized. The operation of the isolation multiplexer was also
observed.

5.1.1.1 Isolation Amplifier
The isolation amplifier’s frequency response is presented in Figure 45. The negative input and
positive output of the isolator provide a 180° phase shift. The average gain of the amplifier is 11.56dB
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with a standard deviation of 0.04dB, which agrees with the theoretical gain of 11.6dB. The cut off
frequency of the amplifier is 91.3 kHz. This hardware block is the limiting component for the full EMS
hardware block providing a bandwidth close to 100 kHz.
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Figure 45: The gain and phase response of the EMS isolation amplifier in Figure 29.

5.1.1.3 EMS Shifting Stage
The frequency response of the shift stage is presented in Figure 46. The measured gain
response gives a -3dB frequency of 776 kHz. The summing amplifier implemented (Figure 31) was
observed to provide sufficient voltage addition to shift the signal ground to patient ground.
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Figure 46: The gain and phase response of the EMS shifting stage in Figure 31.

5.1.1.4 Voltage Controlled Current Source
The VCCS’s bandwidth was measured for the positive swing, negative swing, and crossover
signal. The positive and negative swings’ frequency response can be seen in Figure 47. The
frequency response for a signal centreed about ground is in Figure 48. It was observed that the
negative swing is unstable at about 1 MHz. The origin of this instability is thought to come from the
1353B DC power supply by King Instruments used for these tests or possible opamp defects. The 3dB frequency is greater than 10 MHz, the maximum frequency used in this test. Due to crossover
distortions, the crossover frequency response has a bandwidth measured to be 752 kHz.
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Figure 47: The gain and phase response for the positive swing (left) and the negative
swing (right) of the VCCS shown in Figure 32.

Figure 48: The gain and phase response for the VCCS shown in Figure 32 using a sine
wave with mean at ground.
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Two screen shots from the Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope are presented in Figure 49. These
plots show the crossover distortion from the VCCS at 10 kHz and 300 kHz. It can be seen that for a
300 kHz sine wave, the output is severely distorted due to the finite time it takes to turn on the current
source and sink transistors. For the full EMS hardware, this high frequency distortion is minimized at
the output because of the frequency limit of 91.3 kHz created by the isolation amplifier.

Figure 49: A screen shot from Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope showing the input (CH2) and
output (CH1) signals for the VCCS. On the left a 10kHz input sine wave and on the right a
300kHz sin wave with distorted output.

An input 2.04±0.04VPK-PK sine wave was applied to the VCCS, with the isolated power source
powering the circuit. The load resistor at the output was varied and the voltage across the load was
measured. The current was calculated from the measured resistance and voltage. A current versus
load resistance plot was created (Figure 50). It can be seen from the plot that at medium loads the
VCCS creates a current of 13.5mA with a standard deviation of 0.2mA. This output agrees with the
theoretical output current of 2.04±0.04V/150Ω = 13.6±0.2mA. The plot shows the output current
decrease as the resistance approaches zero and infinity. The output current decreases when the
resistance is close to zero due to the measurement technique use. The accuracy of the output voltage
measurement limits the output current calculation. The constant current output ends at 15.5kΩ due to
the limited voltage supply of 210V.
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Figure 50: A plot of the VCCS output current with respect to the load resistance.

The output impedance of the current mirror was an important factor when choosing the
appropriate output stage. A measure of the device’s output impedance is how constant the output
current is over a range of load impedances. The output current was measured to be 13.5 ± 0.2mA
while varying the load resistance from 46.9Ω to 14.8kΩ as seen in Figure 50.

5.1.1.5 Isolation Multiplex
The isolation multiplexer’s on and off times and the resistance seen during the on state were
measured. To make these measurements, a 3.3V square wave with 1.65V offset was applied to each
channel enable (see the schematic in Figure 35). A 2V power source, Vs, was applied to one side of
the relay along with a 10kΩ resistor to ground on the other pin. Figure 51 illustrates the test schematic
and an example measurement. The voltage output, Vout, is seen on channel two of the oscilloscope.
The 90% rise time and 10% fall time were measured in this way. These measurements are in Table 9.
The slowest relay has an on time of 260µs, with the quickest having an off time of 106µs. This
performance is within the specifications of the relay. The on relay resistance was measured. The
measurements are presented in Table 10. The resistance is within the 50Ω maximum state by the
relays’ data sheet. The ideal on resistance of the relay would be zero to eliminate the voltage drop.
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Figure 51: In this figure (left), a screen capture shows the turn on time for the CH2_EN
photorelay. Refer to Figure 35 for schematic. On the right the test schematic is shown.

Table 9: A table showing the rise and fall times of each photorelay.

Rise and Fall Times
On 90%
Off 10%

CH1_EN
148µs
106µs

CH1_Discharge CH2_EN
CH2_Discharge
260µs
110µs
260µs
190µs
110µs
190µs

Table 10: A table showing the resistances of the on and off state of each photorelay.

Resistance
Off - 0V applied
On - 3.3V Applied R=200Ω

CH1_EN
>MΩ
32.33Ω

CH1_Discharge
31.32Ω
>MΩ

CH2_EN
>MΩ
32.68Ω

CH2_Discharge
31.34Ω
>MΩ

Table 11: This table presents the current consumption of the EMS hardware block for no
DAC signal and a 100 Hz sine wave signal.

EMG current:
-15V and -105V Supplies
+15V and +105V Supplies

No DAC
Signal
-14mA
21mA

Input: 1.36VPK-PK
Output: 34.4mAPK-PK
-27mA
30mA

Input: 3.3VPK-PK
Output: 81.34mAPK-PK
-50mA
49mA

The current consumption and the signal propagation delay time of the EMS hardware block
were measured. The current consumption was measured by using a ±15V supply for both the ±15V
and ±105V supplies. The current was measured with no DAC signal, a 1.36VPK-PK 100Hz sine wave
and a 3.3VPK-PK 100 Hz sine wave. The current consumptions for each input are presented in Table
11. This consumption is within the expected levels. The propagation delay time was measured using
an oscilloscope. The delay time measured was 1.6µs, as shown in Figure 52. This parameter was
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measured by comparing the DAC signal with respect to the output. The fall time was measured from
100% to 10% of the signal. The measurement is presented in Figure 53 showing a fall time of 5.2µs.

Figure 52: This screen shot shows the propagation delay for the EMS hardware block to
be 1.6µs.

Figure 53: The screen shot shows the fall time of the EMS hardware block for a 3.3V
input signal at 1µs rise time (CH1). The fall time was measured to be 5.2µs from 100% to
10% of the peak to peak signal.

The EMS signal transconductance and phase response to frequency is presented in Figure
54. The transconductance is 25.5 ± 0.2mS for the flat portion of the frequency response. This voltagecontrolled current-gain allows for a maximum current signal of 42mA from the DAC input, while the
differential amplifier gain is 1V/V. The current output can be increased by using small resistors as
discussed in Section 3.2.1.1. The corner frequency of the full EMS hardware block is 87.1 kHz.
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Figure 54: These plots show the transconductance and phase frequency response of the
EMS hardware block.

5.1.2 EMG Hardware
The gain and phase frequency response, the Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR), and
the ability to shift the EMG signal are the most important properties of the EMG hardware block. This
section starts with tests of the differential gain and common mode gain to derive the CMRR. The
frequency response of the EMG filters was measured and the shift stage was analyzed.

5.1.2.1 Instrumentation Amplifier
The test setup to measure the differential and common mode gain is shown in Figure 55. A
voltage divider was used to divide the input voltage by 1001 using the 1MΩ and 1kΩ resistors (Figure
55). This division creates a 999μv signal across the amplifiers input terminals when a 1V input sine
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wave is applied. The gain was adjusted at 300 Hz to 1650V/V using the implemented 10Ω trimmer
(Figure 17). The differential gain and phase was then measured as discussed above.

Figure 55: The differential gain (left) and the common mode gain (right) test
configurations.

Figure 56: The differential gain and phase response of the instrumentation amplifier.

The results from the differential gain and phase measurements can be seen in Figure 56. The
average gain from 10 Hz to 500 Hz is 64.3dB with a standard deviation of 0.2dB. The -3dB frequency
was extrapolated from the graph to be 1463.5 Hz.
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The common mode gain was measured by shorting the amplifiers two inputs and applying a
1V input sine wave. The CMRR was calculated using CMRR=20Log(ACM /AD), where ACM and AD are
the common mode and differential gains, respectively. The plot below shows the CMRR with respect
to frequency. Between 10 Hz and 500 Hz the CMRR is above 105dB, which is comparable to other
EMG devices [58].

Figure 57: The measured CMRR of the instrumentation amplifier.

5.1.2.2 Filters
The frequency response of the high-pass, low-pass, and notch filters were measured and compared
to the theoretical response provided by the design software, Texas Instrument’s FilterPro. The
frequency response for the high-pass, low-pass and notch filters are shown in Figure 58-60,
respectively.
Deviations from the theoretical frequency response occur for the high-pass and notch filters.
The low-pass filter has minuscule deviations to the response until 1000 Hz. At this frequency, the
noise level is greater in amplitude than the output signal. This noise produces the differences in the
gain and phase at high frequencies. The -3dB frequency of the low-pass filter is measured to be 495
Hz, giving an error of 5 Hz from theoretical results.
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Figure 58: The gain and phase
response of the high-pass filter.

Figure 59: The gain and phase response of the
low-pass filter.

The high-pass filter has a -3dB frequency of 11.25 Hz, differing by 1.25 Hz from the theoretical
results. The deviation seen in Figure 58 for the phase response could also be due to the noise floor at
low frequencies. Above 500 Hz the phase and gain alter from the theory. This is mostly likely due to
the non-ideal opamps that were used to implement the filter. All theoretical models consider the
opamps to be ideal.
The notch filter has a centre frequency of 63.5 Hz with a stop band of 7.5 Hz. This is
compared to the theoretical filter with centre of 60.95 Hz and a stop band of 5 Hz. The cause for this
discrepancy is due to non-ideal components. A 10Ω trimmer (R7) was added to the 110Ω resistor (R3)
in Figure 37 to adjust the centre frequency about 60 Hz. This trimmer was not adequate, with the best
result being 63.5 Hz at 118Ω. In future designs, a 100Ω trimmer should be added to a 100Ω resistor to
allow for adjustments of the centre to either 60 Hz or 50 Hz.
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Figure 61: The gain frequency
response of the notch filter.

Figure 60: The gain and phase
response of the notch filter.

5.1.2.3 EMG Shift Stage
Once the EMG signal is amplified by the instrumentation amplifier and filtered by the high, low
and notch filters, the signal must be shifted to allow proper transmission by the isolation amplifier. This
is accomplished with the shift stage. The summing amplifier, shown in Figure 39, was tested for its
frequency response and ability to shift the signal. Figure 62 shows the frequency response of the filter
producing a flat 0dB gain across the required 10 Hz to 500 Hz and generating a phase shift of 180°.
Figure 63 shows a screen shot from the Tektronix oscilloscope. This screen shot shows the input
channel centred about ground (CH1) and the output, which is shifted 1.65V and then inverted (CH2).
This is the desired function of this shift stage.
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Figure 62: The gain and phase response of the summing amplifier in Figure 39.

Figure 63: A screen shot from Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope showing the result of the
summing amplifier. The circuit adds 1.65V to the input signal (CH1) and inverts the
signal to produce channel 2.

5.1.2.4 Isolation Amplifier
The purpose of the isolation amplifier is to provide signal transmission between the patientground and the microcontroller-ground. The frequency response and the inverting configuration were
evaluated. The measured gain and phase responses are shown in Figure 64, presenting a -3dB
frequency of 54 kHz. Figure 65 shows a screen shot of the negative input on channel one, and the
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positive output on channel two. The peak to peak value and mean of each channel shows that the
isolation amplifier replicates an inverted signal.

Figure 64: The gain and phase response of the isolation amplifier in Figure 38.

Figure 65: A screen shot from Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope showing the result of the
isolation amplifier’s negative input (CH1) and positive output (CH2).

The current consumption of the EMG hardware block is presented in Table 12. When the
EMG hardware is on with no input signal, the consumption totals -8.7mA from the -15V supply and
11.3mA from the 15V supply. If a 680µVPK-PK 100 Hz sine wave is the input signal, the current
consumption increases 17% for the negative rail to -10.8mA and 24% for the positive rail to 13.3mA.
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Table 12: This table presents the current consumption of the EMG hardware block for no
input signal and a 680µV 100 Hz sine wave.

EMG Current
-15V Supply
+15V Supply

No Input Signal
-8.7mA
11.3mA

680µV 100 Hz Sine Wave Input
-10.8mA
13.3mA

The gain frequency response of the EMG hardware block is plotted in Figure 66. This gain
measurement shows the high-pass, notch and low-pass filters. This diagram shows the flat response
of the Butterworth filters and the average gain of 66.8dB from the instrumentation amplifier and gain
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Figure 66: The plot shows the gain’s frequency response for the entire EMG hardware
block.

5.1.3 Isolated Power Source
The output of the isolated power source was measured. The current limiting circuit performed
as expected. The results are shown in Figure 67 and Figure 68. Figure 67 shows the output current
as the load varies. The current limiting circuit prevents the ±15V source’s current from increasing to
100.3mA and -102.4mA, and the ±105V source’s current from increasing to 23.2mA and -23.3mA.
These measurements are close to the theoretical limits of ±100mA and ±25mA. Figure 68 shows the
current limiting circuit decreasing the output voltage as the load decreases, thus limiting the current.
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Figure 67: This plot shows the current output of the isolated power source for various
load resistances.

Figure 68: This plot shows the voltage output of the isolated power source for various
load resistances.
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5.1.4 Microcontroller
The microcontroller components and implemented software were tested. The ADC’s ability to
generate voltage samples was observed. The software’s ability to upload, transmit and output a
custom waveform was tested. The software’s use of timers was evaluated along with the use of the
SPI interface to modulate the amplitude of the EMS signal. The microcontroller’s ability to control the
isolation multiplexer is also shown.

5.1.4.1 Analog to Digital Converter
The ADC was tested by applying a 3.3V sine wave with a 1.65V offset. The wave was
measured by both a Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope and the implemented software. Figure 69 shows the
ADC and oscilloscope measurements matching well.
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Figure 69: A plot of ADC samples over laying the 100 Hz sine wave measured by the
Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope.

5.1.4.2 Digital to Analog Converter
The digital-to-analog converter’s ability to produce custom waveforms was analyzed. Three
custom waveforms were created. They were uploaded to the EMM software and transmitted to the
microcontroller to be generated. The output waveform was measured with an oscilloscope. The
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results can be seen in Figure 70. The length of each pulse was measured to be 150μs, which agrees
with the uploaded waveform.

Figure 70: This figure shows various screen shots of the Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope and the EMM
software interface. The oscilloscope shows the output of the DAC generated by the software.

Figure 71: The plot shows the fall time and sample rate of the DAC to be 1μs and 1 MHz.
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The fall time of the DAC was also measured. The result in Figure 71 shows the fall time to be
1μs. This agrees with the sample rate of 1Msps stated by the microcontroller’s specifications.

5.1.4.3 Timers
The software was designed to be able to generate appropriate stimulus for the EMS. This
stimulus is typically applied by repetitive current pulses as discussed in Section 2.1.3.1. Timers were
utilized on the microcontroller to accomplish the task of creating a pulse train. Figure 72 shows the
output of the DAC measured by the Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope (AC coupled) for a 150 Hz pulse
train.

It was observed that the EMM was capable of producing pulse trains within the required

frequency of 10 Hz to 150 Hz.

Figure 72: The plot shows a 150 Hz pulse train of sine pulses measured by the Tektronix
1012 oscilloscope.

5.1.4.4 Serial Peripheral Interface
The microcontroller’s SPI ports were used to implement an adjustable gain. The control of gain
was observed by the output produced from the EMS differential amplifier. A 90 Hz pulse train was
produced for a 150μs sine pulse with a one second ramp up time, contraction time and ramp down
time. This output was measured by an oscilloscope, which is shown in Figure 73.
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Figure 73: The Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope measured the output of the differential
amplifier (AC coupled). The software produces the modulated output by using SPI to
connect to the digital rheostat (See Figure 26). The output is a 90 Hz 150µs sine pulse
train with a one second ramp up time followed by a one second contraction time and
one second ramp down time.

5.1.4.5 General Purpose Input/Output
The GPIO are used to control the isolation multiplexer. The operation of the digital outputs was
observed by using an oscilloscope to measure the EMS output, across a 150Ω resistor, and the digital
signal. This measurement can be seen in Figure 74. The screen shots show channel 1, the digital
signal, and channel 2 the EMS output, being enable. For the screen shot on the right, the shifting
stage was decalibrated to better see the multiplexer turning on and off.

Figure 74: The screen captures of the Tektronix 1012 oscilloscope show the pulsed sine
wave output of the EMS across a 150Ω resistor (CH2) along with the digital signal to
activate the isolation multiplex (CH1). On the left, the plot shows a pulse with the shift
stage calibrated. On the right, the activation of the isolation multiplex is apparent by
decalibrating the shift stage.
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5.2 Evaluation Summary
The four blocks of the EMM were tested. The microcontroller components and implemented
software were tested. The ADC is able to generate the required voltage sample rate of 5ksps. The
software is able to upload, transmit and output custom waveforms with a sample rate of 1Msps. The
software’s use of the microcontroller’s timers, SPI, and GPIO allows for modulated pulse train
stimulation with isolation multiplexing.
The isolated power source provides a voltage of ±15V and ±105V for high voltage compliance.
The current limiting circuits were evaluated with the following results: the ±15V source was limited to
current below 100.3mA and -102.4mA; the ±105V source’s current was limited to 23.2mA and 23.3mA, and the current limiting implemented performs as desired.
The EMG hardware block was found to provide adequate gain (1650V/V) and high CMRR
(105dB). The high and low-pass filters operate as desired, with cut off frequencies of 11.25 Hz and
495 Hz respectively. The notch filter’s performance is poor, due to imprecise components, with a
centre frequency of 63.5 Hz verses the desired 60 Hz. The EMG shift stage was able to level the
signal appropriately.
The EMG was used to record an isometric contraction of the author’s left bicep. The 48mm²
square electrodes were placed on the upper and middle sections of the bicep. The EMM program
recorded the contraction and the signal data was saved. The EMG signal is shown in Figure 75.
Figure 76 shows the FFT of the EMG with a centre frequency of 44.56 Hz.
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Figure 75: A recording of the author’s left bicep during isometric contraction. The 48mm
electrodes were place on the upper and middle portions of the bicep.
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Figure 76: A plot showing the FFT of the recorded EMG shown in Figure 75. The centre
frequency of the EMG signal is 44.56 Hz.
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The EMS hardware block is able to provide a gain of 11.56 ± 0.04dB by using the isolation
amplifier. However, the cut off frequency of the amplifier is 91.3 kHz, giving a lower performance than
the desired 100 kHz. Due to crossover distortions, the VCCS has a frequency response bandwidth
measured to be 752 kHz. This current source was able to provide a constant current from 5Ω 15.5kΩ at 13.5 ± 0.2mA, which shows the high output impedance of the device. The isolation
multiplexer’s photorelays could turn on and off in under 300µs, with an on resistance below 40Ω.

Figure 77: This figure shows four waveforms generated by the EMM. Channel one of
each plot shows the DAC output. Channel two shows the EMS output across a 150Ω
resistor.

Custom signals were uploaded, transmitted, and generated by the EMM to show the flexibility
of the system. The DAC output and the EMS output were measured by an oscilloscope. Figure 77
shows the screen shots of various waveforms. Channel one (lower signal) is the DAC output and
channel two (upper signal) is the voltage output measured across a 150Ω resistor. The output shows
an amplified, shifted, and inverted version of the DAC output. Figure 77, the top two plots show the
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reduction of high frequency components of the custom signals at the output (CH2) due to 87.1 kHz
bandwidth of the EMS hardware block.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
Electrical muscle stimulation continues to be used to reduce muscle atrophy, relax muscle
spasms, increase localize blood flow, provide muscle re-education and increase flexibility [1].
However, the electrical waveforms used to produce such treatment are far from optimized. An
optimized waveform would produce NMES with minimum pain for the patient. Many attempts to
optimize EMS waveforms have given mixed results due to the variability in devices used [30].
This thesis presents a device that can be used in future studies to optimize electrical muscle
stimulation. The system uses a personal computer with user interface software to communicate to the
external device refer to as the Electrical Muscle Machine (EMM). It is able to produce custom bipolar
stimulus waveform with adjustable parameters. This device improves upon previous designs by
providing an increase in device output impedance, waveform bandwidth and resolution, and voltage
compliance at a lower cost and smaller footprint. It also contains an electromyograph to record the
action potential rate of the patient’s voluntary contraction.
The EMM is unique due to its novel bipolar current source. This was designed and
implemented using two Charalampidis current mirrors [63] to provide high output impedance creating
constant current waveforms for a wide range of load impedances. A high-voltage, isolated power
source was used to produce stimulation with a high compliance voltage. This provides the appropriate
and safe power levels for large load impedances. The 1kV isolation for the stimulator and EMG
ensures patient safety. A new design using photorelays produced an isolation multiplexer to enable
patient isolation and output channel multiplexing.
The EMM stimulator is capable of providing a 200mA peak to peak current signal to a load of
1kΩ with a bandwidth of DC to 87.1 kHz. Custom waveform pulses can also be produced at upto a
1Msps rate with a 10-bit resolution for a maximum duration of 7.5ms. The software is capable of
producing pulse trains at 10 Hz – 150 Hz, with modulated amplitude to produce gradual muscle
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contractions. The stimulator’s bandwidth goal is 100 kHz and this goal was missed by 13% giving a
bandwidth of 87%.

However, the device performs well to provide the desired current waveform

stimulus.
The EMM EMG can measure a maximum EMG signal between 121µV to 16mV using
adjustable gain. The hardware provides a measurement of 12-bits at 5ksps. The amplifier’s CMRR of
105dB allows for a large reduction in the common mode power line signal. Low and High-pass filters
generate a flat frequency response from 10 Hz-500 Hz and notch filter allows for further filtering of 60
Hz power line noise. This device improves upon the current designs by implementing high quality
low-pass and high-pass filters.

6.1 Future Work
The next step towards optimizing EMS waveforms is to use the EMM in a physiological study.
To obtain university ethics approval for this study, the device must first be approved by an external
agency for Canadian Standard Association (CSA) certifications. To certify this device, tests would be
performed focusing on the operation and safety components of the device such as the isolated power
source and isolation amplifiers. Significant cost is involved to achieve certifications, so funds would
need to be generated.
Refinements to the EMM design need to occur to pass the CSA certification tests. A PCB
version of the EMM device should be produced for electromagnetic compliance. New isolated DC-DC
converters with CSA certifications should be used to implement the device’s power source. Software
needs to be created that can automatically calculate the power output of each custom waveform to
ensure it is within safe power limits for the patient.
Once the device is certified and ethics is approved, many physiological studies to test various
EMS waveforms can commence. The goal should be to collect data on each waveform for the pain
perceived, and contraction force generated. This data should be compared to the amount of energy
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the waveform delivers to the patient. Other physiological properties as a result of the EMS could be
measured as well, for example: oxygen consumed, sweat produced and local temperature. An
electromyograph of the participants’ voluntary contraction should be taken and compared to the EMS
stimulus. Frequency modulation could be introduced to stimulate the contraction. Studies must also
consider the electrodes used and the muscle groups stimulated, because the results may differ largely
due to these conditions.
To reach the functional specification goal for the stimulators bandwidth of 100 kHz,
improvements need to be made to the device. Specifically, the bandwidth of the EMS isolation
amplifier needs to be increased. The bandwidth can be increased up to 700 kHz by using a transistor
amplifier configuration; however, the precision of the waveform, at high and low voltages with respect
to the transistors, is decreased when compared to the opamp version. Further work is required to
optimize the design by balancing precision and bandwidth to desired levels.
The EMM device could be converted into a commercial product. At least two opportunities
exist, one being the development of the therapeutic programs, and later, the sale of a device with the
developed programs. Advances to the user interface could allow for programs to be created for
specific muscle groups. Information prompted to the user would allow for proper electrode placement.
Protocols could also be customized for individual patients for specific treatment. The internet could
allow the doctor or physiotherapist to have control over the treatment protocol from their local office.
Updates or changes could be made without the need to visit the professional administrating this
treatment.
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APPENDIX A: PSPICE MODELS
************** Power Discrete Bipolar Electrical Model ********************
** Product: FJPF5200
** Package: TO-220F
**-----------------------------------------------------------------------.subckt FJPF5200 C B E
q1 C B E FNPN
.MODEL FNPN npn
+ IS = 1.24896E-10
BF = 220.2
NF = 1
+ BR = 1.025
NR = 1.0
ISE = 2.04807E-8
+ NE = 2.0
ISC = 2.01764E-9
NC = 1.5
+ VAF = 188.7
VAR = 100
IKF = 5.2182
+ IKR = 1.39087
RB = 22.1
RBM = 0.00011
+ IRB = 1.51189E-6
RE = 0.0032
RC = 0.0183
+ CJE = 1.132025E-10
VJE = 0.711
MJE = 0.304
+ FC = 0.5
CJC = 6.88229E-10
VJC = 0.84
+ MJC = 0.25
TF = 5.1703E-9
TR = 3.342E-7
+ XTB = 1.72
EG = 0.78
XTI = 3
.ends FJPF5200
****************** Power Bipolar Thermal Parameters *********************
.SUBCKT FJPF5200_Thermal TH TL
CTHERM1 TH 6 2.54e-3
CTHERM2 6 5 6.58e-3
CTHERM3 5 4 1.84e-2
CTHERM4 4 3 9.62e-2
CTHERM5 3 2 1.08e+0
CTHERM6 2 TL 3.02e+0
RTHERM1 TH 6 2.70e-2
RTHERM2 6 5 9.30e-2
RTHERM3 5 4 4.10e-1
RTHERM4 4 3 4.30e-1
RTHERM5 3 2 5.20e-1
RTHERM6 2 TL 1.02e+0
.ENDS FJPF5200_Thermal
**-----------------------------------------------------------------------** Creation: Jan.-09-2008 Rev: 0.0
** Fairchild Semiconductor

**************** Power Discrete Bipolar Electrical Model ******************
** Product: FJPF1943
** Package: TO-220F
**-----------------------------------------------------------------------.subckt FJPF1943 C B E
q1 C B E FPNP
.MODEL FPNP pnp
+ IS = 6.04896E-11
BF = 200.2
NF = 1
+ BR = 8.805
NR = 1.0
ISE = 8.24807E-9
+ NE = 2.0
ISC = 4.01764E-10 NC = 1.5
+ VAF = 18.7
VAR = 20
IKF = 2.2182
+ IKR = 0.19087
RB = 1.1
RBM = 0.000011
+ IRB = 1.51189E-9
RE = 0.00611
RC = 0.0103
+ CJE = 1.132025E-10
VJE = 0.711
MJE = 0.304
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+ FC = 0.5
+ MJC = 0.25
+ XTB = 2.28
.ends FJPF1943

TF
EG

CJC = 6.88229E-10
VJC
= 5.3703E-9
TR = 3.342E-7
= 0.81
XTI = 3

= 0.84

****************** Power Bipolar Thermal Parameters *********************
.SUBCKT FJPF1943_Thermal TH TL
CTHERM1 TH 6 2.54e-3
CTHERM2 6 5 6.58e-3
CTHERM3 5 4 1.84e-2
CTHERM4 4 3 9.62e-2
CTHERM5 3 2 1.08e+0
CTHERM6 2 TL 3.02e+0
RTHERM1 TH 6 2.70e-2
RTHERM2 6 5 9.30e-2
RTHERM3 5 4 4.10e-1
RTHERM4 4 3 4.30e-1
RTHERM5 3 2 5.20e-1
RTHERM6 2 TL 1.02e+0
.ENDS FJPF1943_Thermal
**-----------------------------------------------------------------------** Creation: Jan.-09-2008 Rev: 0.0
** Fairchild Semiconductor

*HCNR200 Linear Optocoupler SPICE Model
*
LED Cathode
*
| LED Anode
*
| | PD1 Cathode
*
| | | PD1 Anode
*
| | | | PD2 Anode
*
| | | | | PD2 Cathode
*
| | | | | |
.SUBCKT HCNR200 1 2 3 4 5 6
* LED circuit
QLED1 8 2 7 QCPL .5
QLED1 9 2 7 QCPL .5
VLED 7 1 DC 0.685
VPD1 8 1 DC 2
VPD2 9 1 DC 2
* Input Photodiode circuit
DPD1 4 3 DPHOTO
FPD1 3 4 VPD1 -1
CPD1 4 3 8P
* Output Photodiode circuit
DPD2 5 6 DPHOTO
FPD2 6 5 VPD1 -1
CPD2 5 6 8P
* QCPL Q model
* created using Model Editor release 9.1 on 11/24/11 at 12:47
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* Model Editor is an OrCAD product.
.MODEL QCPL NPN(IS=2.214E-19 BF=10m NF=1.010 IKF=11.00m ISE=1.167P
+ NE=1.737 RB=3.469 VAF=100 TF=1.77U CJE=80P)
*DEVICE=Photodiode,D
* Photodiode D model
* created using Model Editor release 9.1 on 11/24/11 at 12:43
* Model Editor is an OrCAD product.
.MODEL DPHOTO D(IS=4.5E-12 RS=150 N=1.3 XTI=4 EG=1.11
+ CJO=14P M=1.96 VJ=1.9)
.ENDS
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APPENDIX B: SOFTWARE DIAGRAMS
This appendix includes the software flow charts for the EMM. The four charts Figure 78, Figure
79, Figure 80, and Figure 81 describe the software flow associated with the EMG and EMS functions.
Figure 78 summarized the actions the microcontroller executes when the EMG start command is
received. Figure 79 outlines the operations when an EMG start event is created by the user on the
PC. Figure 80 shows the process that occurs when an EMS start event is created by the user and
Figure 81 follows this flow on the side of the microcontroller.

Figure 78: The flow chart describes the microcontroller software to produce EMG
measurements.
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Figure 79: This figure show the PC software flow when the EMG is selected to start. The
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Figure 80: This figure show the PC software flow when EMS starts.
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Figure 81: This figure show the microcontroller software flow when EMS starts.
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APPENDIX C: HARDWARE SCHEMATICS

Figure 82: A hardware schematic of the microcontroller block.
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Figure 83: A hardware schematic of the isolated power source.
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Figure 84: A hardware schematic of the EMG hardware block.
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Figure 85: A hardware schematic of the EMS hardware block.
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APPENDIX D: COMPONENT VALUES
Table 13: A table showing the part and values associated with the high-pass filter shown in Figure 18.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

Stage 1

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

Stage 2

C1

1µF

913.1nF

C1

1.1µF

1.028µF

C2

1µF

908.0nF

C2

1.1µF

1.046µF

C3

2µF

1.843µF

C3

2.4µF

2.416µF

R1

16kΩ

15.8kΩ

R1

16kΩ

15.77kΩ

R2

8.2kΩ

7.99kΩ

R2

6.8kΩ

6.69kΩ

Stage 3

Stage 4

C1

1.5µF

1.38µF

C1

2.7µF

2.716µF

C2

1.5µF

1.36µF

C2

2.7µF

2.69µF

C3

2.7µF

2.766µF

C3

3.9µF

3.747µF

R1

16kΩ

15.82kΩ

R1

16kΩ

15.69kΩ

R2

3.9kΩ

3.8kΩ

R2

1.6kΩ

1.56kΩ

C1

6.8µF

6.03µF

C2

6.8µF

5.940µF

C3

12µF

10.39µF

R1

16kΩ

15.85kΩ

R2

200Ω

198Ω

Stage 5

Table 14: A table showing the part and values associated with the low-pass filter shown in Figure 20.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

Stage 1

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

Stage 2

C1

100nF

106.4nF

C1

100nF

103.3nF

C2

200nF

209.3nF

C2

300nF

321.6nF

R1

3.3kΩ

3.24kΩ

R1

2.2kΩ

2.16kΩ

R2

3.3kΩ

3.23kΩ

R2

2.2kΩ

2.16kΩ

R3

1.5kΩ

1.48kΩ

R3

1.5kΩ

1.48kΩ
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Table 14 continued

Stage 3

Stage 4

C1

100nF

109.1nF

C1

100nF

97.8nF

C2

620nF

674.4nF

C2

5.1µF

5.08µF

R1

1.8kΩ

1.76kΩ

R1

620Ω

617.1Ω

R2

1.8kΩ

1.76kΩ

R2

620Ω

616.4Ω

R3

910Ω

912.3Ω

R3

330Ω

324.7Ω

Table 15: A table showing the part and values associated with the notch filter shown in Figure 37.

Part

Nominal
Value

Measured
Value

C1

1µF

895.7nF

C2

1µF

907.0nF

R1

30kΩ

29.7kΩ

R2

62kΩ

61.7kΩ

R3

110Ω

108Ω

R4

10kΩ

10.0kΩ

R5

10kΩ

10.0kΩ

R6

10kΩ

10.0kΩ

R7

0-10Ω

0.4-10.0Ω

R7+R3

110-120Ω

118.27

Table 16: A table showing the part and values associated with the EMG isolation amplifier shown in
Figure 38.

Part

Nominal
Value

Measured
Value

R1

180kΩ

177.54kΩ

R2

120Ω

119.44Ω

R3

180kΩ

178.38kΩ

C1

10pF

10.0pF

C2

10pF

10.1pF
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Table 17: A table showing the part and values associated with the EMG shifting stage shown in Figure
38.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

R1

10kΩ

10.01kΩ

R2

10kΩ

9.98kΩ

R3

10kΩ

9.96kΩ

R4

0-50kΩ

0.2Ω-47.3kΩ

R5

1kΩ

988Ω

Table 18: A table showing the part and values associated with the EMG gain stage shown in Figure 40.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

R1

47kΩ

46.7kΩ

R2

10kΩ

9.916kΩ

R3

10kΩ

9.885kΩ

Table 19: A table showing the part and values associated with the EMS gain stage shown in Figure 26.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

R1

47kΩ

46.28kΩ

R2

10kΩ

10.1kΩ

R3

10kΩ

10.0kΩ

Table 20: A table showing the part and values associated with the EMS isolation amplifier shown in
Figure 29.

Part

Nominal
Value

Measured
Value

R1

47kΩ

46.76kΩ

R2

120Ω

119.64Ω

R3

180kΩ

178.79kΩ

C1

10pF

10.0pF

C2

10pF

10.0pF
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Table 21: A table showing the part and values associated with the EMS shift stage shown in Figure 31.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

R1

10kΩ

9.76kΩ

R2

10kΩ

9.65kΩ

R3

10kΩ

9.76kΩ

R4

0-50kΩ

0.2Ω-47.7kΩ

Table 22: A table showing the part and values associated with the VCCS and current mirrors shown in
Figure 32.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

R1, R2

150Ω

150.0Ω

Table 23: A table showing the part and values associated with the isolated power source shown in
Figure 41.

Part

Nominal Value

Measured Value

R1,R4

26kΩ

23.3kΩ, 22.9kΩ

R2,R5

20kΩ

19.8kΩ, 19.3kΩ

R3,R6

30Ω

30.8Ω, 30.0Ω

R7, R9

1327Ω

1297Ω, 1293Ω

R8,R10

6Ω

6.5Ω, 6.6Ω

C1,C2

100µF

95.3µF, 96.2µF

C3,C4

10µF

9.89µF, 9. 77µF
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